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Abstract 
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Function, Content, and Industry of  

Mobile Services 

 

Yongyoon Suh 

Industrial Engineering and Naval Architecture 

The Graduate School 

Seoul National University 
 

 

In the present decade, service industry has been expanding rapidly with 

service innovation. Firms earn money from services and services play a 

critical role in value creation process. In particular, mobile service innovation 

allows the development of the lucrative businesses and items. With the big 

bang innovation of smartphones, it is especially true that the mobile services, 

which are uploaded in Apple’s App Store or Google’s Android, provide many 

service businesses. The mobile services extend the scope and depth of 

functions, contents, and industries of traditional services. An array of mobile 

services, such as banking, travel, hobby, traffic, and healthcare services, are 

provided from not only firms, but also consumers. Both firms and consumers 

are creating new service contents including various service functions, by 

incorporating numerous technical ways and developing many of which have 

not been previously possible. Thus, it is recognized that recent service 

industries are dominated by a new ecosystem of mobile services. Quite 

naturally, mobile services emerge as one of the critical actors in service 
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industry innovation. In this circumstance, the main question arises as follow: 

“can the mobile services based on mobile applications create a new academic 

field or new industry?” This thesis tries to answer this question, “Yes, they 

can do”. Thus, as an exploratory and pioneering research, this doctoral thesis 

focuses on mobile services based on smartphone revolution to understand the 

structure of mobile services. 

 To take a look at the structure of mobile service, three analytic issues 

are provided in terms of functions, contents, and industries of mobile services. 

For each issue, several methods are suggested, effectively providing 

impressive results of each part. A serial framework to the extent of functions, 

contents, and industries is proposed as well, to effectively identify the real-

world situation of mobile service structure. 

 Theme #1 focuses on exploring the structure of mobile service 

functions. Mobile services are considered one of the most opportune issues as 

the explosive growth of mobile applications has generated a myriad of service 

functions. In the converging mobile industries, various service functions in 

mobile applications offer ample commercial opportunities and enhance the 

availability of mobile technology. In response, this study aims to identify the 

dominant service functions and to explore structure of the service functions 

using a frequent pattern (FP)-tree algorithm. In this study, the FP-tree 

algorithm is utilized to extract information on the service functions of mobile 

applications in terms of two interesting factors: frequencies and associations 

based on the hierarchical structure. The dominant and auxiliary service 

functions are derived from a frequency-based analysis. Also, the convergence 

and divergence paths can be described as a form of service function tree in an 

association-based analysis. The types of service functions are also suggested 

based on the hierarchical structure. This paper is expected to provide users 

and developers with a useful method for understanding the current state of 
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mobile service functions. 

 Theme #2 aims to identify the structure of mobile service contents. 

The mobile service contents are analyzed and visualized to identify which 

mobile service contents are being developed and provided in detail. Using text 

information contained in web documents, the mobile service content is 

quantitatively and systematically analyzed through two steps. First, 

representative mobile service contents are identified to find distinctive and 

characteristic features of current mobile services in the App Store by using 

text-mining and the set-covering algorithm. Second, based on representative 

mobile service contents, three visual forms – grid, tree, and network – are 

illustrated to illuminate the trends of mobile service contents. 

Theme #3 represents the structure of mobile service industries. The 

traditional distribution of power in mobile sectors has significantly changed 

based on relations with the new actors, mobile service providers. Recently, the 

concept of a “mobile ecosystem” which embraces this environmental shift is 

highlighted. In this respect, this study aims to explore trends of the mobile 

industry ecosystem and to identify relationships of mobile industries based on 

mobile services. To be specific, the ecological relationships are proposed to 

take new roles and position of mobile service industries into account in the 

perspective of ecosystem. For this, the inter-industry analysis which includes 

the physical flows between industries is mainly used since ecosystem is 

operated by streamlining physical flows. As a result, we identified six roles 

for mobile industries and their relationships: commodity, landlord, controller, 

keystone, facilitator, and dominator. Regarding these ecological roles and 

relationships in mobile industries, strategic and policy implications are 

suggested to maintain a balance of the mobile ecosystem. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 

1.1. Background and motivation 

 

For the last decade, the mobile communications sector has been mostly 

controlled and managed by manufacturing and service industries, such as 

mobile network operators, phone manufacturers, and mobile application and 

content providers (Holzer and Ondrus, 2011). Traditionally, phone device 

manufacturers and mobile network operators played a dominant role in the 

manufacturing and service industry of the mobile communication industry, 

respectively. However, recently, this relationship has changed with the 

increase in the number of mobile application services by the arrival of new 

mobile smartphones, such as the iPhone and Galaxy series, as well as mobile 

application platforms, such as iOS and Android. The mobile services have 

complicated mobile industry further, including not only the manufacturing, 

but also service industries. Moreover, the structure and value chain of mobile 

services are evolving with the change of relations between smartphones and 

mobile services (de Reuver and Haaker, 2009). Some actors have lost their 

own dominant positions in the value network, whereas some new actors like 

mobile service providers play a critical role in interacting with other actors. 

 Given the explosive growth of the mobile services, much attention 

has been paid to mobile application services as new mobile service 

innovation. The mobile services delivered by applications are especially 
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interesting in practice since these mobile services are proliferating from the 

users and software developers to satisfy the practical needs. A myriad of 

mobile application services have been developed to provide specific service 

functions that solve the particular problems. As shown in Figure 1-1, these 

mobile services based on mobile applications start to construct a new 

structure of mobile services ranging across service sectors such as 

entertainment, utility, transportation, banking, and broadcasting.  

 

 

Figure 1-1. Function, content, and industry of mobile services 

 

 Previous studies on mobile services are limited in the mobile 

services delivered by feature phones and low-end phones. The prior mobile 

services have only a few business items and functions. However, with the 

technology innovation in smartphones, the mobile services are no longer 
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mediocre. They include advanced technological functions such as location-

based systems and motion recognition and provide business opportunities 

such as social commerce and real time-based recommendation. Also, in 

many industrial sites and fields, the mobile services based on applications 

are new innovation sources for controlling industrial tasks with real-time 

interaction. Consequently, the importance of mobile services are highlighting 

in both consumer and industrial fields. 

 In this respect, the focus of our concern is how to identify and 

explore the structure of mobile services. Ultimately, we investigate the 

possibility that the mobile service structure can be treated as one of the new 

academic fields or industries. As a prerequisite and precedence, what is 

required in mobile services is the effective approach to know the current 

situation of mobile services in more detail. Thus, this thesis focuses on the 

exploratory study on identifying the structure of mobile services. In more 

specific, the current issues on structure of mobile services are divided in 

threefold: mobile service function, content, and industry. Through the 

systematic and step-by-step analysis from function structure to industry 

structure, the structure of the whole mobile service systems is illuminated. 

Further, various methods for exploring current structure of functions, 

contents, and industries are applied for each part based on datamining, linear 

programming and network analysis. It can be the part of big data analysis to 

deal with the numerous mobile services and thus, the effectively a variety of 

analysis methods are systematically applied and combined.  
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1.2. Purpose 

 

This doctoral thesis deals with the structural analysis on mobile services, 

focusing on the mobile application services. To take a look at the structure of 

mobile services, this thesis provides three issues on the structural analysis in 

terms of functions, contents, and industries of mobile services as shown in 

Figure 1-2. To address each issue, several analysis methods are suggested, 

providing methodological sufficiency and relevance. A serial process is 

proposed to the extent of functions, contents, and industries for effectively 

exploring the characteristic feature of mobile service structure. 

 

 
Figure 1-2. Overall research structure and purpose 

 

 Theme #1 focuses on exploring the structure of mobile service 

function. Mobile services are considered one of the most opportune issues as 

the explosive growth of mobile applications has generated a myriad of 

service functions. In the converging mobile industries, various service 
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functions in mobile applications offer ample commercial opportunities and 

enhance the availability of mobile technology. In response, this study aims to 

explore structure of the service functions by identifying the dominant service 

functions, using a frequent pattern (FP)-tree algorithm. In this study, the FP-

tree algorithm is utilized to extract information on the service functions of 

mobile applications in terms of two interesting factors: frequencies and 

associations based on the hierarchical structure. The dominant and auxiliary 

service functions are derived from a frequency-based analysis. Also, the 

convergence and divergence paths can be described as a form of service 

function tree in an association-based analysis. The types of service functions 

are also suggested based on the hierarchical structure. This paper is expected 

to provide users and developers with a useful method for understanding the 

current state of service functions in mobile applications. 

 Theme #2 focuses on representing the structure of mobile service 

contents. This paper analyses and visualizes the structure of mobile service 

contents to identify which mobile service contents are being developed and 

provided in detail. Using text information contained in web documents, 

mobile service content is quantitatively and systematically analyzed through 

two steps. First, representative mobile service contents are identified to find 

distinctive and characteristic features of current mobile application services 

in the App Store by using text-mining and the set-covering algorithm. 

Second, based on representative mobile service contents, three visual forms 

– grid, tree, and network – are illustrated to illuminate the trends of mobile 

service contents. Through these various visualization techniques, we get the 
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insights of structure and new business opportunities of mobile service 

contents are considered from each visual form. 

Theme #3 focuses on identifying the structure of mobile service 

industries. The traditional distribution of power in mobile sectors has 

significantly changed based on industrial relations with the new actors, 

mobile application service providers. Recently, the concept of a “mobile 

ecosystem” which embraces this environmental shift is highlighted. In this 

respect, this study aims to explore the structure of the mobile industry 

ecosystem and to identify relationships of mobile industries based on mobile 

services. To be specific, the ecological relationships are proposed to take 

new roles and position of mobile industry structure in the perspective of 

ecosystem into account. For this, the inter-industry analysis, which includes 

the physical flows between industries, is mainly used since ecosystem is 

operated by streamlining physical flows. As a result, we identified six roles 

for mobile industries and their relationships: commodity, landlord, controller, 

keystone, facilitator, and dominator. Regarding these ecological roles and 

relationships in mobile industries, strategic and policy implications are also 

suggested to improve the health of the mobile ecosystem. 

 

1.3. Scope and themes 

 

The overall scope of this thesis covers the range of mobile services from 

function structure to industry structure as shown in Figure 1-3. A hierarchical 

approach to analyzing the structure of mobile services is proposed to take a 
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look at both micro view and macro view for highlighting the increasing 

importance of mobile application services as a new form of mobile services. 

 Prior to the outset of research scope and themes, the overall 

structure of mobile service systems should be understood. Due to the 

explosive growth of mobile services, the hierarchy perspective is required 

for understanding the whole structure of mobile service systems. The 

hierarchical structure approach can be decomposed as three themes: service 

functions, service contents, and service industries. First, the function is a 

basic element of mobile service structure to operate technical and business 

functions. Second the content is a product or service which contains the 

function to fit a specific purpose. As a set of functions, the content can be 

developed as the meso-level structure of mobile services. Finally, 

relationships between service industries, which consist of application, media, 

and contents service industry, are identified to represent the structural 

position of mobile service industries in mobile ecosystems. 

 From analysis of each part, we take a look at the process of 

structuring the mobile service systems. From analysis of mobile service 

functions, the recent technology for mobile service is identified for 

developing service contents. And then from analysis of mobile service 

contents, various purposes of developing mobile service contents are 

explored. Finally, from analysis of mobile service industry, we can 

investigate the impact of mobile service industries on the whole industries. 

 With this systematic and hierarchical structure analysis, the element 

of the whole mobile service structure influenced by mobile services can be 
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decomposed and integrated. As a result, the detail mobile service functions 

are identified with various mobile service contents in mobile service 

industries.  

 

 

Figure 1-3. Research scope and themes 

 

1.4. Thesis outline 

 

This thesis consists of three chapters for analyzing the whole mobile service 

structure from application service function to application service industries. 

With balancing micro- and macro-views, the recent trends and issues are 

addressed in detail. Prior to the main bodies, Chapter 2 provides background 
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of this thesis with four parts: concept of mobile application services, a recent 

philosophy of mobile sector research, concept of mobile ecosystems, and 

applicability of concept of mobile ecosystems into Korea. 

 Chapter 3, 4, and 5 deals with main themes for systematically 

analyzing structure of functions, contents, and industries of mobile services 

with usefully various methods: data-mining technique, linear programming, 

and network analysis. Figure 1-4 describes the overall structure of this thesis.  

 Finally, the thesis ends with conclusions in Chapter 6. This Chapter 

provides summary, contributions, and limitations with a direction for future 

research. 

 

 

Figure 1-4. Overall structure of thesis 
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Chapter 2. Background 

 

To understand the recent innovation of mobile service structure, the concept 

of mobile application services and mobile ecosystems is a prerequisite. 

Understanding the mobile service innovation provides a crucial clue to the 

structural analysis of functions, contents, and industries of mobile services.  

 

2.1. Mobile service innovation 

 

2.1.1. New mobile services: mobile application services 

 

The interest in the value of mobile application services has been seamlessly 

highlighted in both academia and practice during this decade (Deng et al., 

2010; Nagi and Gunasekaran, 2006; Turban et al., 2004). Previously, the 

mobile application services were developed as complementary products for 

mobile devices such as mobile phones or personal digital assistants. At 

present, now that mobile technology has been introduced in a variety of 

industries, the importance of the mobile application per se is growing. 

In particular, the smartphone, which radically enhances the 

capabilities of mobile devices, has sent shockwaves through the entire 

mobile industry (Basole, 2009; Jing and Xiong-Jian, 2011). The mobile 

market structure and value chain are therefore evolving (de Reuver and 

Hakker, 2009; Feijoo et al., 2008). Due to the critical effect of the 
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smartphone on the mobile industry, in this paper mobile application services 

are expressly referred to as the advanced mobile applications along with the 

evolution of the smartphone. Technical and business information is included 

with the growth of advanced technology for smartphones, such as 

information and communications technology (Laudon and Traver, 2010; Liu, 

2009). The advanced technology in the smartphone induces the creation of 

useful and innovative mobile application services (Basole, 2009). In fact, 

numerous mobile application services have been developed for various 

industries, such as banking, travel (including air travel), education, dining, 

and health (Wang and Wang, 2005). For example, location-based services 

using GPS and geographical information are typically used in different fields. 

In addition to the effect of smartphones, the open source concept is a major 

factor in the explosive increase in mobile application services (Holzer and 

Ondrus, 2011). The open platform and open market concepts have facilitated 

the development and sales of mobile application services (Jang and Lee, 

2009). According to these factors, the potential of the mobile application 

market is predicted to rise to $9 billion by 2011 (Holzer and Ondrus, 2011). 

In this respect, two significant phenomena related to mobile 

application services have arisen. First, we see the role of the user shifting 

from a customer to a service developer as the open source concept enable 

customers to produce their own mobile application services. As is 

highlighted before, the open market, open platform, and application 

programming interface all play critical roles in the simplification of the 

development of applications by any user. In other words, the mobile 
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application of the near future has the characteristics of user- and consumer-

generated content (Laudon and Traver, 2010). Thus, mobile application 

services will tend to be freely created by users who have various levels of 

expertise. From this first phenomenon, secondly, mobile application services 

can be indiscriminately and instantaneously created (Danado et al., 2010). It 

is very possible that mobile applications will also be developed and provided 

without a systematic market survey of mobile application services. 

Unfortunately, these phenomena will make it difficult to understand 

the technical functions or business content of current mobile application 

services. Despite a large body of literature, the structure of mobile 

application services in terms of their main functions and characteristics is not 

commonly considered. As mobile application services become popular 

among a multitude of users, however, it becomes necessary to monitor their 

current state of development so as to manage the mobile application market.  

 

2.1.2. Characteristics of mobile services 

 

The development process of mobile (app) services is significantly different 

from the traditional process of product development. Conventionally, a 

product is developed with well-structured product information, from the 

ideation stage to the production ramp-up stage (Ulrich and Eppinger, 2003). 

Information pertaining to materials, processes, functions, and designs is 

documented and summarized in detail. In particular, the product function and 

specifications are designed and refined using various methodologies. 
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Through this design process, the product function is suitably developed over 

a long period of time, from idea discovery to the market. We can also find 

this product function and related specifications by examining patents or user 

manuals.  

In contrast, the distinctive characteristics related to the development 

of mobile applications as compared to product development can be described 

as follows (Laudon and Traver, 2010; Suh et al., 2012): 

 User-generated services: users are able easily to implement the 

service functions in mobile applications by themselves using open-

source or open-language programming. 

 Gadget services: the cost of development is low and the 

development time is fast; thus, various service functions can be 

casually developed. 

These are major differences from the characteristics of the product 

development process. Due to the rapid development and low cost in the 

mobile applications market, numerous developers have frequently and 

iteratively devised service functions in mobile applications. Mobile 

application services are incrementally improved with the addition of various 

service functions based on two characteristics above. First, the service 

functions in mobile applications are more commonly user-generated using 

open sources and platforms (Laudon and Traver, 2010). Users devise service 

functions and directly develop their required services. Numerous users as 

producers have frequently developed mobile services, and the number of 

mobile applications is rapidly increasing. 
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Second, the service functions in mobile applications are similar to 

those of gadgets, which are akin to small machines and devices which do 

something useful. Mobile applications are usually used for solving specific 

problems, like a gadget. The service functions of mobile applications are not 

complicated; rather, they are simple and specific to various service areas, 

such as location services, call services, documentation services, and others, 

and are implemented using open source resources and coding techniques 

(Suh et al., 2012; Kim and Lee, 2012). The difficulty in analyzing the service 

functions is that mobile services can readily be created without well-

structured service information. Consequently, it is necessary to extract 

information by constructing well-structured service information. If service 

functions are well-structured, the service functions frequently used in mobile 

applications and the relational pattern of the service functions can be 

effectively identified. From two characteristics, the problems can be 

summarized as two points: the large number of service functions and inferior 

structure of service information. 

 

2.2. New mobile service systems: mobile ecosystems 

 

2.2.1. Mobile service industries in mobile ecosystems 

 

An ecosystem is an environment in which different species coexist through 

mutual interaction and the influence of various external forces. Within an 
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ecosystem, one species affects and is affected by other species (Basole, 

2009). Similarly, the ecosystem perspective in industry and business has 

begun to suggest a biological ecosystem, which is a “powerful analogy for 

understanding business networks” (Iansiti and Levien, 2004). Accordingly, 

the business ecosystem is defined as “a community of organizations, 

institutions, and individuals that impact the enterprise and the enterprise’s 

customers and suppliers” (Teece, 2007). The ecosystem perspective moves 

the analysis from the product or service level to the system level (Jing and 

Xiong-Jian, 2011). 

Based on the different characteristics of research on mobile services, 

the mobile ecosystems have different perspectives. There are four 

perspectives: ecosystems, R&D, business, and supply chain management as 

listed in Table 2-1. Here, based on the academic fields, the ecosystems are 

differently considered. Basically, the ecological perspective is widely known 

as a motivation of structuring ecosystem with symbiosis and coevolution 

concepts. What is at core in ecology is how to make more profitable systems. 

In contrast, other fields have a different nature. In the technology field, the 

ecosystems are more advanced R&D environment of open innovation with 

symbiosis. On the other hand, the managers think ecosystems as the business 

strategy for increasing more profits. Also, supply chain and value chain 

researchers are defined as the ecosystems to create the virtuous circle from 

actor to actor.  
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Table 2-1. Perspectives of mobile service systems 
Philosophy Purpose Papers and studies 

Ecological 

perspective 

 Thinking of coevolution 

and symbiosis 

 Industrial organization 

theory 

 Telecommunications as ecosystem: an Australian case study, Telecom. Policy, 1980. 

 Predators and prey: a new ecology of competition, Harvard Business Review, 1993. 

 Keystones and Dominators: Framing Operating and Technology Strategy in a Business Ecosystem, 

NERA, 2004. 

 Strategy as ecology, Harvard Business Review, 2004.  

 From business process management to business process ecosystem, J. Information Technology, 2006. 

 Preliminary theoretical framework for the study of business ecosystems, Harvard Business Review, 2006.  

 The New ICT Ecosystem: Implications for Policy and Regulation, Cambridge University Press, 2010.  

R&D 

perspective 

 Open innovation 

 Convergence of mobile 

technology 

 Towards a Wi-Fi ecosystem, Telecom. Policy, 2008. 

 Exploring a heterogeneous and fragmented digital ecosystem: mobile content, Telematics and 

Informatics, 2009. 

 TRM of Cisco business ecosystem, Telecom. Policy, 2009.  

 Visualization of interfirm relations in a converging mobile ecosystem, J. Information Technology, 2009. 

 Modeling the mashup ecosystem: structure and growth, R&D Management, 2010. 

Business 

perspective 

 Formulation of business 

strategy 

 Match your innovation strategy to your innovation ecosystem, Harvard Business Review, 2006.  

 Business ecosystem strategies of mobile network operators in the 3G era: the case of China, Telecom. 

Policy, 2011. 

SCM and VC 

perspective 

 Integration of supply 

chain/value chain 

 The borders of mobile handset ecosystem: is coopetition inevitable, Telematics and Informatics, 2011. 
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In practice, these characteristics and roles of players in the 

ecosystem usually occur in the mobile communications sector because of the 

convergence of manufacturing and service industries as listed in Figure 2-1. 

Thus, a view of the mobile ecosystem helps to understand the holistic 

relationship of modern mobile business networks. The roles of industries of 

both sectors can also be described using characteristics of the ecosystem and 

ecologically familiar words. However, it is difficult to understand the entire 

ecosystem mechanism using only these three roles. Therefore, the new roles 

are proposed for the mobile ecosystem. 

 

 

Figure 2-1. Actors of mobile ecosystems 

 

2.2.2. Ecological relationships in mobile ecosystems 

 

Research on mobile ecosystems has taken ICT into a new era of business 
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ecosystem. In business ecosystem analysis, maximum attention is given to 

the ICT ecosystem, i.e., the business ecosystem in ICT industries. Basole 

(2009) entirely focused on the mobile ecosystem by using data that includes 

sector participation of enterprises from M&A. This study was motivated by 

Apple’s success, and the relationships between traditional mobile sectors 

(network providers or device manufacturers) and emerging mobile sectors 

(Internet service providers or contents service providers) were identified. 

The relationships between ICT firms in the mobile communications sector 

were analyzed by network analysis using indexes such as centrality and 

betweeness. Using network analysis, this study found the hubs of ICT firms 

such as Google and Samsung. Gueguen and Isckia (2011) also studied the 

borders of mobile ecosystems using similar processes of network analysis, 

but it focused specifically on the mobile handset ecosystem. 

Research on the mobile ecosystem has been mostly conducted for 

finding practical policy implications. The telecommunications sector is 

constantly regulated based on technical and social changes. At the national 

policy level, business ecosystem strategies of mobile network operators in 

China were studied to promote players in mobile ecosystems based on 

mobile network operators (Jing and Xiong-Jian, 2011). This research applied 

the ecosystem principles to the mobile industry for building value networks 

in the 3G era and identified their success factors and problems. It was found 

that for a complete mobile ecosystem, mobile network operators should 

collaborate closely with other service providers and manufacturers. For the 

business strategy level, Feijoo et al. (2009) presents the mobile content 
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domain as a heterogeneous and fragmented digital ecosystem. This study 

considered several taxonomies to distinguish between the different segments 

that compose the mobile content sector in terms of the sources of innovation. 

Suggesting taxonomies for the mobile contents helps to understand the 

mobile content ecosystem and formulate the business strategy. 

Several ecological roles have been also proposed for players in the 

business ecosystem. Although, there is no consensus about the definition of 

roles and concepts, three roles are usually considered (Iansiti and Levien, 

2004; Peltoniemi, 2006). These ecological roles are defined based on the 

inputs and outputs, impact, and coverage of players. First, “keystones” are 

players that provide resources as enablers and have a great overall impact 

although they are a small portion of the complete system. Second, the “niche 

players” focus on a narrow domain and develop specialized assets and 

capabilities. Finally, “landlord” or “dominators” are organizations that attract 

resources from the system, but do not function reciprocally. Compared to 

keystones, landlord or dominators focus on extracting value, whereas 

keystones focus on both providing and extracting value. In addition to these 

three roles, “commodity players” were also proposed to refer to the kind of 

players that focus on the lowest cost offerings. 

However, most studies have focused on qualitative analyses, and 

these results have been used for general strategic and policy implications. 

Although some of studies have focused on quantitative analysis has been 

conducted for identifying the roles of players based on the frequency of 

collaboration (Basole, 2009; Gueguen and Isckia, 2011) and forecasting the 
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technology competition based on patents (Lee et al., 2009; Li, 2009), these 

studies have been used to be inter-firm or inter-technology analysis so far. 

However, it is difficult to draw a big ecosystem picture at the industry level. 

Previous research above has largely ignored the input and output flows of 

physical resources across industries in the mobile ecosystem. Physical 

resource flow is a useful measure to identify the direct and indirect 

transaction of goods between players or industries and to assess the impact 

of each industry.  

 

2.3. Mobile ecosystem of Korea 

 

The case of Korea has a distinctive history to structure mobile ecosystems. 

Thus far, sequential information and communication technology (ICT) 

policies have been made such as IT839 strategy, Wibro, and ultra-high-speed 

network. Based on small and medium-sized enterprises and government 

research institutes, ICT infrastructure and competitiveness are rapidly 

increasing. Subsequently, the development strategy of mobile technology is 

also promoted for strengthening the ICT competency. Thus, ICT and mobile 

industry of Korea has been evolving with government policy and support. 

As a result, recent mobile industries of Korea are assumed to be 

comprised of many actors of mobile devices, B2C mobile services and B2B 

mobile services (Lee et al., 2009). In particular, Korea’s mobile industries 

have been dominated with a few large firms of manufacturing and service 

industries, and SMEs are co-operating these large firms. It is assumed that 
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the large firms play an ecological role of the landlord or dominator, and the 

SMEs try to construct symbiotic relationships with large firms. Thus, the 

mobile ecosystem perspective, which focuses on the balance of resource 

flows in systems, is appropriate for reflecting the competition of Korea’s 

mobile industries. The firm-level mobile ecosystems in Korea are described 

in Figure 2-2. It can be observed that the actors have been collaborative with 

other actors or have merged with some related actors in order to survive in 

the industrial systems. 

As for the manufacturing industry, Samsung Electronics and LG 

Electronics are the major actors that interact with many technical SMEs who 

produce electronic signal equipment and semiconductor devices. With the 

enhanced technology of Samsung and LG smartphones, more technology 

components, such as the application processor (AP), display driver 

integrated circuit (DDI) and camera image sensor (CIS), which are produced 

by the technical SMEs, are included in the smartphones. Given the large 

firms, numerous technical SMEs have emerged along with abundant 

resources in the mobile ecosystems, as shown in Figure 2-2. Siliconworks, 

TLI and ANAPASS are the most productive companies developing mobile 

chipsets. With the growth of Samsung and LG, the sales of these SMEs have 

also increased. However, the large firms may absorb a great deal of 

resources from SMEs. Thus, it is not a good phenomenon for healthy 

ecosystems. Thus, symbiotic relationships should be constructed in the 

perspective of ecosystems. 
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Regarding the service industries, mobile communication services 

are delivered by three major actors due to the telecommunications regulation. 

Based on these three actors of mobile communications services, other 

business and technical services, such as contents and media, are provided. 

As shown in Figure 2-2 again, other service providers have collaborated or 

merged with a telecommunication company, including SK telecom, KT and 

LG telecom, as a center. These firms provide the high-speed data network of 

mobile broadband. Given the same parent company, many subsidiary 

companies, such as SK broadband and KT media hub, are closely related 

with each other. The Korea DMB, which was established in 2006, have been 

launching the digital multimedia broadcasting and cable services to provide 

media contents to mobile, fixed, and portable receivers. More importantly, as 

the performance of both smartphone has been enhanced and the speed of 

data network is highly increasing, new firms that provide media and contents 

services have emerged. For example, Kakaotalk, which provides data 

messenger services with contents such as images, cartoons and games, is one 

of the representative cases for innovative mobile services in Korea.  

In this situation, the Korean mobile industry can be considered as a 

mobile ecosystem and moreover, it is relevant for identifying the impact and 

relationships of mobile manufacturing and service industries. Also, with the 

newly emerging actors and collaboration between mobile firms, the analysis 

of the dynamic change in Korean mobile ecosystems is informative and 

indicative. 
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Figure 2-2. History of structuring mobile ecosystems of Korea 
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Chapter 3. Analysis of Mobile Service Functions 

 

3.1. Introduction 

 

The mobile industry has held the attention of the research community over 

the past decade. It is now undergoing a tremendous transformation facilitated 

by advances in mobile computing. The mobile industry is one of the fastest 

developing industries in terms of the degree and nature of technology 

dynamism (Cai, 2011). Technology innovations in hardware and software 

related to telecommunications have strengthened the capabilities of mobile 

products and services (Yu, 2011).  

In the present situation, a newly major source, mobile services as 

applications, has burst onto the mobile industry scene (Suh et al., 2012). The 

mobile industry has rapidly changed with the arrival of mobile services using 

the smartphone and its application platform, such as the iPhone and iOS 

(Holzer and Ondrus, 2011). In fact, mobile services have proliferated since 

the launch of App stores. For example, there are more than three million 

applications in Apple’s App Store and more than two million applications in 

Google’s Play. The explosive growth of mobile services is taking place in 

the booming space of various service fields such as communications, 

education, health care, and entertainment (Kim et al., 2014). The application 

economy contributes the job creation and increase of service production and 

service market size (Vision Mobile, 2013). Thus, mobile services are 
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currently having an increased impact on the continuance of ongoing growth. 

It is especially true that mobile application services are emerging as one of 

the primary sources intervening in the value chain of converging mobile 

service industries (Feijoo et al., 2008). 

With the substantial growth in the number of mobile services, a 

variety of service functions have been also generated in various service 

fields (Laudon and Traver, 2010). The numerous service functions in mobile 

applications are being highlighted as an opportune issue for increasing the 

added value and availability of services in the now-converging mobile 

industries. The various types of service functions offer ample commercial 

opportunities using advance mobile technology (West and Mace, 2010). The 

mobile application services include useful information for disruptive 

technology of smartphone such as GPS, voice recognition technology, and 

data communications technology. Using this technology, many users or 

developers have tried to develop mobile applications for specific service 

delivery such as applications for banking services, tourism reservation 

services, navigation services, and map services. Put together, the service 

functions in mobile applications are emerging as viable potential sources of 

business and technology knowledge (Suh et al., 2012). As more converging 

industries experience this, more service functions for mobile applications 

will be generated. Thus, service functions should be recognized as a critical 

resource in the current service economy, particularly in converging mobile 

service industries. 
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However, given the increased numbers of mobile applications, it is 

now difficult to determine which service functions are undergoing frequent 

development in the mobile market. Service functions are rapidly developed 

and frequently changed by service users or developers using open sources or 

platforms. In response, the frequently-used service functions are especially 

specified as application programming interface (API) that service 

components in applications interact with each other. Through the APIs, the 

frequently-used service functions are efficiently implemented as a form of a 

module or component. Thus, with regard to service developers, it is 

important to identify the frequent service functions which are readily 

available in mobile application markets. Furthermore, combinations of 

service functions for mobile application development, called mash-up, have 

increased. For a mash-up strategy, explorations of the relationships between 

service functions have become an important factor for creating new service 

functions, but the identification of relationships is highly sophisticated due to 

the many service functions and mobile applications. In response, the need for 

an analysis of recently developed service functions arises for a better 

understanding of the mobile market and mobile service trends. 

Although service functions of mobile applications are being 

highlighted in practice, there remains a lack of interest of this in academia 

yet. Previous research has mainly been in the form of qualitative studies of 

the relevance and importance of mobile applications. These types of studies 

focus more on investigations of the potential usefulness of mobile 

applications rather than on the identification of the service functions of 
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mobile applications. In these qualitative approaches, the speculation over the 

value of mobile application services is rife with specious appeals and 

arguments. Instead, service functions per se recently find more important 

issues in practice because mobile applications have provided service 

functions related to a multitude of other service industries. In this vein, 

several pioneering approaches to analyzing mobile applications have been 

proposed using network analysis and data-mining techniques (Kim and Lee, 

2012; Kim et al., 2014). However, there are few methods which capture 

information about the major service functions in mobile applications and 

their relationships. Previous studies focusing on the mobile applications 

themselves have major limitations in their ability to analyze the specific 

service functions in mobile applications. Therefore, a technical method is 

required to identify the structure of the service functions implemented in 

mobile applications. 

For this, this study aims to identify the structure of service 

functions in mobile applications using the frequent pattern-tree (FP-tree) 

algorithm. Prior to the outset of the application of the research methodology, 

the following research questions should be stated to examine the need for 

identification of the structure of the service functions in mobile applications: 

 Which service functions are frequently and dominantly used? 

 Which service functions are provided together and related to each 

other? 

The first question is to identify the service trends, as frequently 

used service functions tend to set a general trend. Among numerous specific 
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service functions of many mobile applications, some of them are frequently 

used as essential and basic service functions while others are used mainly as 

specific service functions. In fact, most mobile applications have frequently 

improved or added specific service functions based on previously developed 

mobile applications. Thus, frequently used service functions are critical in an 

effort to realize the trends or characteristics of mobile applications. The 

second question attempts to take into account the degree of the functional 

combination of services. Because mobile applications are used as an 

integrated platform for implementing a variety of service functions, the 

relationships between service functions are important when seeking to 

understanding the structure of the set of service functions. This 

representation of the current structure of the service functions will enable 

service developers to add new service functions and to extend related service 

functions as service platforms. 

However, in academia, previous research was mostly limited to 

qualitative and conceptual studies that investigated the characteristics of 

mobile services (Nagi and Gunasekaran, 2007). Several empirical studies in 

the area of marketing based on customer and user acceptance have also been 

conducted (Deng et al., 2010; West and Mace, 2010). As quantitative studies, 

a smaller number of researchers have proposed network analysis and 

morphological analysis methods that are intended for analyzing mobile 

applications based on service functions. Network analysis is conducted to 

identify the relationships between mobile services based on the degree of 

similarity between service functions (Suh et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2013). 
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Also, a database-centric approach was suggested, using morphological 

analysis which combined service functions (Kim and Lee, 2012). Despite the 

focus on service functions in mobile applications, there are thus far few 

studies which have sought to identify frequently used service functions in 

mobile applications. In addition, these methods cannot provide a means of 

identifying frequently used service functions and their structural 

relationships. Frequently used service functions and patterns of design 

structures provide developers with references related to current service 

functions. 

To address the questions above, the FP-tree algorithm is used in this 

study. The FP-tree algorithm has essential characteristics which allow it to 

represent the detailed items in ‘big’ data. Amongst others, our research 

focuses specifically on three interesting factors of the FP-tree algorithm: 

frequencies and associations, as based on its hierarchical structure. In other 

words, using the FP-tree algorithm, the relationships between the service 

functions are hierarchically structured according to association rules in the 

order of frequency. In terms of these characteristics, the proposed analysis is 

composed of two analysis modules: frequency-based analysis and 

association-based analysis. These analysis modules are used to answer the 

two questions above. First, regarding the frequency-based analysis, the 

service functions are identified as either dominant or auxiliary service 

functions in terms of their frequency. Second, for the association-based 

analysis, the relationships between the service functions are constructed in 

terms of association paths. By counting the numbers of converging and 
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diverging association paths, the degrees of the relationships between each 

service function can be measured. 

These FP-tree algorithm-based analysis modules will contribute to 

the analysis of the trends pertaining to 1) the frequently used service 

functions, 2) the relationships between service functions, and to our gaining 

of 3) a holistic view of the structure of these service functions. The results of 

the two modules are used to propose newly analytic forms for finding 

frequently used service functions and identifying the relationships among 

these service functions.  

 

3.2. FP-tree algorithm 

 

In the perspective of association rules, a variety of efficient 

algorithms for discovering frequent itemsets have been developed thus far. 

Above all, the Apriori algorithm is used to find frequent itemsets from 

market-basket datasets based on association rules, by adopting the 

generation-and-test paradigm, which generates all possible candidates 

(Agrawal and Srikant, 1994). However, for long itemsets, the Apriori 

approach is associated with a lack of scalability due to the exponential 

increase in the algorithm’s complexity (Shen et al., 1999; Tsay and Chiang, 

2005). Instead, as a complementary and alternative approach to the Apriori 

method, the FP-tree algorithm, which mines frequent itemsets without the 

generation of candidates, is suggested. It was recently found that the FP-tree 

algorithm is relevant to analyses of ‘big’ data due to the speed of calculation. 
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This algorithm encodes data sets using a compact data structure and extracts 

frequent itemsets directly from this structure. The pattern growth approach 

adopts a divide-and-conquer algorithm to produce frequent itemsets. 

Conventionally, studies of the FP-tree algorithm have focused on efficiency 

and on the run time of the algorithm. However, recently practical areas have 

become a concern in relation to this FP-tree algorithm when used to identify 

frequent patterns or items in the areas of operations management (Lin, 2009). 

In this paper, the process of the FP-tree algorithm is simply described as 

follows (Tan et al., 2006) and as described in Figure 3-1 (for more 

information, see the study of Han et al., (2004)). 

 Step 1: Frequent items are sorted in a descending order. For 

example, for the data set shown in Figure 1, a is the most frequent 

item, followed by b, c, d, and e.  

 Step 2: After reading the first ID, [a, b], the nodes labelled as a and 

b are drawn and a path is then created from null → a → b to 

encode the ID. In this state, every node along the path has a 

frequency count of 1. 

 Step 3: After reading the second ID, [b, c, d], a new set of nodes is 

made for items b, c, and d. The path is then formed from null → b 

→ c → d. In this state, every node along the path has a frequency 

count of 1. However, for b, the paths are disjointed because the IDs 

do not share a common prefix. 
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 Step 4: The third ID, [a, b, d, e], has a common prefix, like a, with 

the first ID. The path for the third ID, null → a → b → d → e, 

overlaps with the path for the first ID, null → a → b. Owing to 

the shared path, the frequency of node a is increased to two, while 

the frequency for the new nodes, d and e, are equal to one. 

 Step 5 and further steps: This process continues until all IDs have 

been formed onto one of the paths given in the FP-tree. 

 

 

Figure 3-1. Example of the FP-tree algorithm 
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3.3. Proposed approach  

 

3.3.1. Analytic procedure 

 

The proposed approach is devoted to two issues: the construction of a 

database for service functions in mobile applications and the use of the FP-

tree algorithm. First, as for the database, the service function is collected 

from the web documents in an application service store as shown in Figure 

3-2, such as Google’s “Play” or Apple’s “App Store.” The preprocessing of 

these web documents is a very important task in the construction of the main 

database. Second, the FP-tree algorithm is applied for analyzing frequent 

patterns of service functions based on the association rule and the divide-

and-conquer structure (Agrawal et al., 1993; Han et al., 2004). The FP-tree 

algorithm is a compressed representation of the data which serves to arrange 

the keywords in the order of frequency. This algorithm is powerful in that 

frequent patterns of itemsets can be identified by the divide-and-conquer 

algorithm. The input data set can be encoded using a compact and 

hierarchical data structure.  
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Figure 3-2. Description of service functions in mobile applications (Google 

Play) 

 

In more detail, the FP-tree algorithm approach is proposed as 

shown in Figure 3-3. First, the mobile service descriptions contained in web 

documents from the website of the Android App store (known as Google 

Play, at play.google.com/store) were crawled. Specifically, mobile 

applications related to the target service needs were collected. Here, voice 

recognition services were collected from February to July of 2013. In total, 

the contents of web documents of 124 mobile applications for voice 

recognition services were gathered. Second, keyword sets were extracted 

from the web documents using a text-mining algorithm. To construct the 
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keyword vector matrix (as shown in Figure 1), the keyword sets should be 

then transformed into keyword vectors. Third, based on the keyword vector 

matrix, the FP-tree algorithm is employed to construct the service function 

tree. From the service function tree, frequent patterns of service functions in 

mobile applications can be identified. Using the result of the FP-tree 

algorithm, two analytic modules are conducted: a frequency-based analysis 

and an association-based analysis. The dominant service functions and their 

relationships are useful for exploring the trends of service functions and 

selecting the design strategies. 

 

 

Figure 3-3. Procedure for constructing service function tree 
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3.3.2. FP-tree algorithm-based analysis modules 

 

In this study, the application of the FP-tree algorithm for the proposed 

approach has two useful characteristics, as it provides both frequency and 

association rules based on a hierarchical structure. First, for the frequency 

rules, the frequent patterns of service functions in mobile applications can be 

extracted and hierarchically structured in the order of frequency. As some of 

the service functions are frequently used, this function can be considered as 

dominant among all mobile services. Thus, using the frequency-based 

analysis module, the current trends of service functions are monitored and 

key functions are identified. Second, for the association rules, the 

relationships between the service functions and the degrees of the 

relationships can be measured as a result of the divide-and-conquer 

algorithm. The types of service functions for mobile applications designs can 

be identified based on convergence and divergence paths. Also, the tree 

which is widely used as a metaphor for hierarchical relationships helps users 

and developers to understand the entire landscape structure by clarifying the 

relationships (Yoon et al., 2010). The patterns of service function 

relationships are visually represented with converging or diverging points of 

service functions. Table 1 condenses the purposes and outputs of FP-tree 

algorithm analysis modules. 
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Table 3-1. FP-tree algorithm-based analysis 

Analysis 

modules 

Purpose Outputs 

Frequency-

based analysis 

 Which service 

functions are 

frequently provided? 

 Dominant and auxiliary service 

functions 

 Frequent pattern of service functions 

Association-

based analysis 

 How many service 

functions are related? 

 Convergence and divergence paths 

 Relationships between service 

functions 

 Types of service functions 

 Design support for mobile services 

 

3.4. Identification of main mobile service functions 

 

3.4.1. Construction of a service function tree 

 

The results of the service function tree with the aforementioned voice 

recognition applications are shown in Figure 3-4. The frequency and 

structural association provides important information which can be used to 

understand current patterns of service functions in mobile applications. At a 

glance, in the service function tree, we can identify which service functions 

are provided and which are integrated with each other. For the voice 

recognition services, the 17 main service functions extracted from the FP-

tree algorithm analysis include Phone (72), Social communications (66), 

Machine Interaction (54), and Internet Service (36), as depicted in Figure 3-
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4. Keywords which have a frequency of less than three are omitted. In detail, 

voice recognition services provide service functions consisting of contents 

service functions and support service functions.  

First, the contents service functions of Phone, Message, Movie and 

music player, and Audio are those which contain digital information. Some 

mobile applications provide service functions that can control content based 

on phone or music player functions through the recognition of voices instead 

of requiring the use of a touchscreen or button interface. These contents 

service functions can be used to call other people or to enjoy music or video 

services.  

Second, the support service functions provide technical features 

that facilitate the better use of mobile phones or services by recognizing 

voices. For example, service functions such as Machine interaction, 

Streaming, and Synchronization are used to connect with other devices or to 

stream content across other devices or services. Also, the keyword Vehicle 

refers to service functions which are controlled in a vehicle, such as 

navigation or parking support systems. As both contents services and support 

service functions are integrated, mobile applications deliver the service 

functions of voice recognition as a whole.  
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Figure 3-4. Basic structure of service function tree 

 

3.4.2. Module 1: frequency-based analysis 

 

The frequency-based analysis aims to count how many service functions are 

usually used in mobile applications. The FP-tree algorithm enumerates 

service functions in the order of frequency from the top to the bottom of 

service function trees, as shown in Figure 3-5. 
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Figure 3-5. Frequency-based service function tree 

 

Based on the frequency, this process illuminates which service 

functions are frequently used in mobile applications as a form of hierarchical 

structure. At a glance, we note that there are several major paths of service 

functions according to different contexts and situations. For example, the 

same keyword Internet Service has two parent nodes: {Social 

communication} and {Social communication, Machine interaction}; that is, 

on the one hand, the first keyword Internet service indicates a non-

interaction-based internet service while on the other hand, the second 

keyword Internet service indicates an interaction-based internet service. The 

frequency of a non-interaction-based internet service is 21, but that of an 
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interaction-based internet service is 15. In this way, the advantage of the FP-

tree algorithm is that it takes into account a variety of uses and applications 

with respect to different contexts. 

The service functions are classified into dominant service functions 

and auxiliary service functions from results of frequency-based analysis. 

First, the dominant service functions as frequently used functions are found. 

If service functions are usually used in mobile applications, those service 

functions are accepted as general functions. Some of the dominant service 

functions in the order of frequency are listed in Table 3-2. The service 

function of Phone (voice call) based on voice recognition is identified as the 

most dominant service function, followed by Social Communication, 

Machine interaction, Internet service, Text input, (interaction-based) Service, 

Streaming, and Synchronization. These dominant service functions are 

considered as basic contents service functions for implementing various 

service functions in recent voice-recognition-based mobile applications. 

 

Table 3-2. Frequency-based analysis: dominant service functions  

Pattern of dominant service functions Frequency Dominant service functions 

{Phone(voice call)}  72 Phone-based 

{Phone} → {Social communication} 54 Social communication-based  

{Phone, Social communication} →  

{Machine interaction} 

39 Machine interaction-based 

{Phone, Social communication} →  

{Internet service} 

21 Internet service-based 

{Phone, Social communication, Internet 

service} → {Text input} 

17 Text input-based 
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{Phone, Social communication, Machine 

interaction} → {Internet service} 

15 Interactive internet service-

based 

{Phone, Social communication, Machine 

interaction, Internet service} →  

{Streaming} 

12 Streaming interaction 

{Phone, Social communication, Machine 

interaction} → {Synchronization} 

12 Synchronization-based 

 

In contrast, the second part of the frequency-based analysis serves 

to explore auxiliary service functions. These service functions usually have 

detailed content service functions which differentiate the characteristics of 

mobile applications. Most voice recognition services have main purposes, 

such as phone, communication, synchronization or transformation from 

voice to text, but with auxiliary service functions, we can find that what 

types of service functions are delivered in various service fields. In Table 3-3, 

several sets of service functions represent examples of auxiliary service 

functions. These are audio-based entertainment services, navigation services, 

support services, and translation services, for instance. From the patterns of 

the auxiliary service functions, the service fields related to entertainment, 

automobile, communication, and business utilities can also be explored. 

These auxiliary services are used to provide detailed service functions based 

on the set of dominant service functions. These patterns of service functions 

are used to find new service opportunities and to monitor the trends of 

mobile applications based on frequently used service functions. 
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Table 3-3. Frequency-based analysis: auxiliary service functions  

Pattern of auxiliary 

service functions 

Frequency Service field Auxiliary service 

functions 

{Movie and music player, 

Audio, Record} 

3 Entertainment Audio-based 

entertainment  

{Message, Vehicle 

control} → {Navigation} 

4 Automobile Text-based navigation 

{Streaming} → 

{Synchronization, 

Assistance} 

5 Business utility Streaming information 

support services such as 

schedule, e-mail, and 

notes 

{Streaming} → {Text 

input, Message} 

5 Communication Streaming service for 

transformation from 

voice to text message  

{Message, Vehicle 

control} → {Navigation} 

4 Automobile Voice to message input 

navigation  

{Navigation, Audio} 3 Automobile Audio navigation 

{Message} → {Movie and 

music player, Navigation} 

4 Automobile, 

entertainment 

Movie and music 

services by message 

inputs in vehicle 

{translation} 3 Language utility Interpreting and 

translation 

 

Based on the linkage between dominant and auxiliary service 

functions, we can find the major patterns of service functions, as shown in 

Figure 3-6. Among others, one of the most frequent patterns of the service 

functions in voice recognition applications is identified by a pattern which 

resembles integration of a dominant service function: {a, b, c, d, e, f} and 
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auxiliary service functions: [{h, k, n, o}, {l, m}] (here, the code is 

substituted for titles of service functions due to the long name). This pattern 

can be interpreted as “real-time voice recognition services for entertainment 

content and utility for vehicles.” Similarly, other frequent patterns can be 

shown as a pattern which is “data synchronization from voice to text for 

entertainment and utilities,” that is, integration between the dominant service 

function: {a, b, c, f, g} and auxiliary service functions: [{k, l}, {m}, {o}, {p}, 

{q}]. The identification of the frequent patterns provides useful insight to 

assist in the understanding of the recent trends of service functions in mobile 

applications. 

 

 

Figure 3-6. Representative frequent patterns of service functions 
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3.4.3. Module 2: association-based analysis 

 

The purpose of the association-based analysis is to identify how many 

service functions are related to each other. Due to the divide-and-conquer 

method of the FP-tree algorithm, the degree of the relationships can be 

measured using the number of association paths. The paths can be 

considered in two directions: from top to bottom and vice versa. The 

direction from top to bottom indicates a divergent association path, whereas 

that from bottom to top represents a convergent association path.  

Thus, the degree of divergent and convergent relationships can be 

measured based on directions. On the one hand, for the direction from top to 

bottom, the number of divergent association paths can be counted with 

respect to all related links. To measure the related links, it should be noted 

that the association paths use different methods despite the fact that the same 

service function is related. For example, the Service linked with Interaction 

(known as an interaction-based service) has a single keyword, Real-time, but 

the association path includes three methods with respect to Real-time. Also, 

Synchronization, which is sequentially related to Service and Real-time, has 

two paths connecting to Automatic and Vehicle. In this way, the interaction-

based Service has four associations in all: {e, f, h, k, n, o}, {e, f, l, m}, {e, f, 

p}, and {e, g, j}, with four association paths. In the same way, it is found that 

Service linked with Communication has as many as two divergent 

association paths. In sum, there are six divergent association paths for 

Service. The number of divergent paths for each service function is 
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represented in each node in Figure 3-7.  

On the other hand, from bottom to top, the number of convergent 

association paths can be taken into account. Similarly, the keyword Service 

has two nodes, linked to Interaction and Communication. It is known that 

there are two convergent association paths for Service from bottom to top. 

This is identical to the number of nodes for each service function keyword. 

The number of convergence paths is indicated with the titles of service 

functions as shown in Figure 3-7. Thus, the number of convergence and 

divergence paths for all service functions can be measured, as shown in 

Table 3-4. 

 

Table 3-4. Association-based analysis 

 Path of 

divergence 

(a) 

Path of 

convergence 

(b) 

Divergence-

Convergence 

Ratio (a/b) 

Types of 

service 

functions 

Phone 16 1 16 Root 

Social 

Communication 
14 2 7 Root 

Machine 

interaction 
14 2 7 Root 

Internet service 6 2 3 Branch 

Streaming 7 5 1.4 Branch 

Synchronization 11 4 2.75 Branch 

Text input 8 4 2 Branch 

Automatic 

function 
5 3 1.67 Branch 

Device control 1 2 0.5 Leaf 
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Message 3 4 0.75 Leaf 

Movie and 

music player 
3 4 0.75 Leaf 

Vehicle control 4 3 1.33 Branch 

Navigation 1 5 0.2 Leaf 

Audio 1 4 0.25 Leaf 

Record 0 4 0 Leaf 

Assistance 0 2 0 Leaf 

Translation 0 1 0 Leaf 

 

 

Figure 3-7. Association-based service function tree 

 

Based on the convergence and divergence ratio, three types of 

service functions are derived, as described in Table 3-5. Using the metaphor 

for tree, the types are referred to as root, leaf, and branch with the 
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characteristics. These types can also be used to create modular designs of 

service functions in mobile applications.  

First, the root service function (which has a ratio more than 4) is a 

fundamental service that is related to most of the service functions. Root 

service functions are mostly included in the pattern of dominant service 

functions. Developers should consider these functions as basic service 

functions and provide them as service modules by combining root functions. 

The Phone, Social Communication, and Machine Interaction functions are 

included as root service functions for voice recognition services and are 

designed as a type of a service module. Specifically, for the API, it is 

important to provide a module that consists of basic application service 

functions. Here, an API refers to an independent service function in mobile 

applications, such as map, payment, or web document functions. Google 

provides users and developers with many APIs so that service functions can 

be used easily. Thus, an API module developed by root service functions can 

allow users and developers easily to understand the basic service functions 

and develop more advanced services.  

 

Table 3-5. Types and characteristics of service functions 

Types Service functions Characteristics Design support for mobile  

services 

Root 

service 

function 

 Phone, Machine 

Interaction, Social 

Communication 

 Service functions 

related to most 

service functions 

 Mostly patterns of 

 Basic service functions 

that should be 

developed by service 

modules 
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dominant contents 

service functions 

 Uses for API 

development strategies 

Leaf 

service 

function 

 Synchronization, 

Text input, Internet 

service, Automatic 

function, 

Streaming, Vehicle 

control 

 Service functions 

that are distinct 

functions, including 

entertainment and 

content services 

 Mostly patterns of 

auxiliary contents 

service functions 

 Specific service 

functions that can 

customize mobile 

services with APIs 

 A variety of service 

function are developed 

through a mash-up 

strategy 

Branch 

service 

function 

 Message, Movie 

and music player, 

Device control, 

Translation, 

Assistance, Audio, 

Record, 

Navigation 

 Service functions 

that are a means of 

implementing 

contents services 

 Mostly support 

service functions 

 Design service 

functions related to 

operational technology 

for implementing the 

contents services 

 

Second, in contrast to root service functions, the leaf service 

function (which has a ratio of less than one) includes detailed service 

functions that make significant differences among mobile services such as 

Audio, Record, and Navigation. These leaf service functions can also be 

derived from the pattern of auxiliary service functions. During the 

development of mobile applications, these leaf service functions are versatile 

sources for customizing basic service functions. This finding provides useful 

information for those who create mash-ups of mobile services. To adapt 

these to specific purposes, many APIs are combined and new mobile service 
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functions are incrementally developed.  

Finally, the branch service function pertains to platform services for 

implementing contents service of root and leaf. The branch service functions 

(which have a ratio between 1 and 4), such as Internet Service, 

Synchronization, Streaming, and Automatic function are used as support 

service functions for implementing the root and leaf service function. 

Because most root and leaf service functions tend to be content service 

functions, support service technology is required to operate the content 

services. Thus, the branch service function is not a service function itself but 

is rather a technological support function that operates or implements 

services.  

The illustration of design of service functions based on API and 

mash-up is portrayed in Figure 3-8. From root service functions and branch 

service functions, the API is developed. Using Phone, Social communication, 

Machine interaction, Vehicle control, and Steaming, we can design the 

“Real-time interaction services for a vehicle”. This is used as a software 

component which interacts with other service functions. Based on this API, 

the leaf service functions are combined to develop mash-up services. Several 

customized service functions based on “Interaction-based streaming services 

for a vehicle” are designed by integrating the Message, Movie and music 

player, Device control, and Navigation. Similarly, more service functions 

can be implemented in mobile applications depending on the degree of 

mash-up; that is, how many leaf services combine with APIs.  
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Figure 3-8. Design of mobile service functions: service for vehicle 

 

 Through concept development, the new mobile service contents can 

be derived. Based on the service functions, the advantage of service contents 

are suggested based on service functions. Also, by proposing the use case of 

each service, the real situation for using these service contents is described 

as shown in Table 3-6. 
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Table 3-6. Characteristics of new mobile service contents 

 Function Advantage Use case 

Voice 

message 

service 

 Sending text 

message from 

voice 

recognition 

 Quick messenger 

communication 

 With USB connection 

between smartphone and 

vehicle, users send text 

message easily  by voice 

recognition  

Music and 

video 

streaming 

 Selecting and 

streaming music 

and video 

 Easy control of 

music and video 

players 

 

 Select or skip a music 

and video by voice 

recognition through a 

smartphone 

Voice-based 

vehicle 

control 

services 

 Control the 

vehicle function 

through voice 

recognition 

 Support to driving  Turn on the indicator or 

the windscreen wiper 

 Control the air 

conditioner or the heater 

Intelligent 

traffic guide 

 Forecast the 

traffic or 

recommend 

shortcut 

 Support to driving  Suggest streaming-

based shortcut  

 Input destination 

through smartphone and 

interacting with 

navigation 
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3.5. Conclusions and future research 

 

Interest in the value of mobile service has been continuously highlighted 

over the past decade. As mobile technology becomes more powerful and 

promotes the development of many derivatives, mobile application services 

are emerging as one of the major factors in the value chain of the mobile 

industry. At present, now that there are numerous mobile applications and 

increasing profits due to mobile applications, the importance of mobile 

applications per se is spotlighted. In this respect, this study focuses on 

identifying the service functions frequently used in mobile applications. 

Frequency patterns of service functions enable users and developers to 

understand service trends and find the functions of ‘killer’ applications. Also, 

based on the relationships of the service function, the characteristics of 

service functions can be categorized.  

Thus, this paper makes two contributions to the users and experts 

involved in mobile service industries. First, this is a recent study that aims to 

find frequently used service functions in numerous mobile applications. 

Using this type of frequency-based analysis, a FP-tree algorithm can be 

helpful for understanding both dominant and auxiliary service functions. 

Also, from these functions, users and experts can examine the set of service 

functions and the trends of mobile application services. Second, according to 

the association-based analysis, the aforementioned relationships between 

service functions can be identified through convergence and divergence 

paths. In terms of the convergence-divergence ratio, three types of service 
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functions, the root service function, the leaf service function, and the branch 

service function, are extracted. Each type provides useful information for the 

strategic development of mobile application services in accordance with API 

development, mash-ups, and operational service technology. 

However, there is still a need for future research to overcome the 

limitations of this research. First, regarding the data, more data sets should 

be used. This research used 124 mobile applications, and 17 main service 

functions were extracted for only voice recognition service industries. If 

mobile applications are collected from more service industries, more 

significant service functions can be extracted. Second, because service 

functions in mobile applications are developed depending on the features of 

smartphones, an integrated approach to product-service systems which 

consists of smartphones and mobile application services could be a fruitful 

research area as well. 
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Chapter 4. Analysis of Mobile Service Contents 

 

4.1. Introduction 

 

The mobile communications industry has witnessed tremendous change as 

the digital convergence between products and services has rapidly increased. 

Nearly every firm in the mobile industry is offering integrated products and 

services to cope with these trends (Basole, 2009; de Reuver and Haaker, 

2009). Among others, mobile application services have recently proliferated 

with the increase in the use of smartphones. The advanced technology of the 

smartphone has led to the creation of useful mobile application services for 

various industries (Wang and Wang, 2005). Mobile application services 

include technical and business functions to keep pace with the growth of 

advancements in information technology and business communications 

(Laudon and Traver, 2010; Liu, 2009). For instance, using the GPS 

technology of a location-based business service, a tourist can get directions 

to a specific attraction in a foreign country. In fact, the potential of the 

mobile application market is expected to rise to $9 billion by 2011 (Holzer 

and Ondrus, 2011). The importance of mobile application services lies in 

their ability to provide customers with convenience and to increase sales and 

customer loyalty for service providers (Ankolekar et al., 2009; de Reuver 

and Haaker, 2009; Holzer and Ondrus, 2011; Wu et al., 2010). Therefore, it 

is essential to monitor recently developed mobile applications that lead to 
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commercial success by combination between technical and business 

functions. 

However, it is difficult for both customers and service developers to 

grasp useful information as mobile application services increase in 

popularity. In fact, the open source platform and the open market concept 

have caused an explosive increase in the number of mobile application 

services. There are nearly 20,000 applications in Google's Android Market, 

and some 300,000 applications offered by Apple’s App Store, all of which 

were created in just the last two years. As for the customers, it is difficult to 

find a specific service from among the multitude of mobile application 

services now offered (Lim et al., 2011). This implies that service providers 

lose the opportunity to sell more services. In addition, as for the service 

developers, numerous application services can make it more difficult to 

identify trends or characteristics of dominant current mobile applications. 

Despite these problems, there are few systematic and quantitative 

approaches to identifying the overall structure of mobile application services 

in terms of their key functions or characteristics. Most research has mainly 

focused on qualitative and conceptual analyses that investigate the 

characteristics and classifications of mobile services and platforms (Nagi and 

Gunasekaran, 2007; Turban et al., 2004; Holzer and Ondrus, 2011). Some 

empirical studies in the area of marketing based on customer and user 

acceptance have also been usually done (Deng et al., 2010; Koivumaki et al., 

2006; Lee and Jun, 2007; Park et al., 2010). 

Thus, this paper aims to analyse structure of mobile application 
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services for management of large quantities of them in the mobile 

application market. To this end, identification of representative mobile 

service contents among a massive amount of services is a good starting point. 

Prior to the outset of further research, representative mobile service contents 

should be defined. The representative mobile service content is referred to as 

the basic service which represents characteristics of associated services for 

the entire service structure. The important aspect is to analyse principle 

factors or keywords which cover all mobile application services. 

Identification of the representative mobile service contents gives insights to 

customers and service developers to easily understand the current service 

structure. Also, new services and business models can be developed based on 

characteristics and relationships of representative mobile service contents. 

However, identification of representative mobile service contents 

among a number of mobile application services is a time-consuming and 

labour-intensive work. To overcome this problem, this study analyses the 

text information contained in the web documents of mobile application 

services in the open market such as the App store or the Android Market. For 

this, we employ two methods: text-mining and set-covering algorithm (SCA). 

First, the text-mining is useful for extracting the main keywords from 

descriptions of mobile application services. The text information is one of 

the useful sources since they include fruitful information about the technical 

functions and business context of mobile application services. It is possible 

to derive confident and explicit information of each service from the 

description. Second, the SCA is applied to derive the representative mobile 
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service contents to analyse service structures. The SCA is one of the 

combinatorial optimisation techniques which select representative entities 

that cover other entities based on specific criteria such as similarity, physical 

constraints, and conditions. In this paper, the SCA is conducted to find 

representative entities based on the cosine similarity in a massive amount of 

services. This is the reason why we coin a term of the representative service. 

The selected service is identified as the representative mobile service content 

and other associated entities are referred to as affiliated services. A case of 

the App store is presented for finding the representative and affiliated 

services by using the web documents of mobile application services. 

Furthermore, we provide several visually analytical tools based on 

representative mobile service contents to explore the service structure such 

as service grid, service tree, and service network. These three visual forms 

can provide fruitful insights for finding useful services and developing new 

services. These visualisation techniques make it easy to understand the 

recently dominant services and relationships among services. The proposed 

approach is expected to recommend associated services to customers and to 

open up a new avenue for development of future mobile application services. 

 

4.2. Set-covering algorithm (SCA) 

 

The SCA is one of the fundamental models of integer programming in 

combinatorial optimisation (Balas, 1983; Ceria et al., 1998). This algorithm 

is usually called the set-covering theory, the set-covering problem, or the set 
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cover problem. Strictly speaking, the SCA represents algorithms to solve the 

set-covering problems. The importance of the SCA stems from two main 

reasons (Kwatera and Simeone, 1993). First, theoretical background of the 

SCA appeals and interconnects with other branches of optimisation. Second, 

there is a broad spectrum of applications. The SCA has been applied across 

ranges of industries: airline and bus crew scheduling, truck delivery, location 

of oil drilling platforms, political districting, information retrieval, corporate 

acquisition of flexible manufacturing equipment, circuit design, and fault 

testing (Balas, 1972; Caprara et al., 1997; Ceria et al., 1998; Kwatera, 1993; 

Ruiz and Stutzle, 2007). This study is especially included in the area of 

information retrieval.   

The objective function and constraints are first formulated based on the 

relationship between entities. It has a deceptively simple formulation as 

follows: 

 

min  
i

i

x  

s.t.  
1

1ij i
i

a x


 ,  j=1, 2 ,…, n 

{0,1}ix  , i = 1, 2, …, m 

 

There are two variables of aij and xi. The first notation is the entry 

of an m × n zero-one matrix which also means the association matrix in 

this paper. In this formulation, aij is equal to 1 when row i covers (or relates 

with) column j, otherwise, aij is equal to 0. The presence of relation is 
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determined by a variety of criteria such as distance and similarity. The 

decision variable xi is equal to 1 if row i is selected to be the solution and xi 

is equal to 0, otherwise. In other words, the decision variable with 1 is a 

representative of the other entries. The SCA is computationally difficult and 

is demonstrated to belong to the class of NP-hard problems (Garey and 

Johnson, 1979). A more detailed discussion on the algorithms for NP-hard 

problems can be found in Capara et al. (1997). 

The schematic example of the result is shown in Figure 4-1. The 

figure on the left hand shows an association diagram among entities. Here, it 

should be noted that Number 2 and Number 4 indicate independent 

representatives which construct the set with other affiliated entities. Since 

the representative can cover other affiliated entities, the characteristics of 

each set can be analysed based on the representatives. Therefore, this is the 

reason why we coin a term of the representative service in this paper. If the 

degree of a threshold value for a relationship is high, the representative is 

strictly intertwined with each affiliated service within a set. Otherwise, the 

representative is loosely connected with each affiliated service and some 

representatives may be related between two or more different sets. 

According to the threshold, the hierarchy of entities is identified. In Figure 2, 

the hierarchy of Service Set 1 is the form in which Number 2 is located at 

the top and Number 1 and 6 are below. Thus, each set can be constructed in 

forms of a kind of tree. In more detail, let’s compare Case 1 and Case 2 in 

Figure 2. In Case 1, Number 5 is loosely related with Number 6 and this 

relation is represented as a dotted line. It indicates that the Number 6 is 
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indirectly related with Service Set 1. In contrast, in Case 2, Number 5 is 

included in Service Set 1 as well. It indicates that the SCA is not mutually-

exclusively connected between sets. This characteristic is used to construct 

the network among service sets. By using these strengths of the SCA, this 

algorithm is effectively applied to analysis of a complicated system which 

has a massive amount of data. 

 

 

Figure 4-1. A schematic example about the result of the SCA 
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4.3. Proposed approach 

 

4.3.1. Overall procedure 

 

The overall process of analysis for mobile application services comprises 

several steps. First of all, data collection is the preliminary step. The 

description and manuscript is included in each web page for the mobile 

application service. We can extract the description in the web page and the 

extracted description is transformed into a text file format by the web mining 

algorithm. To crawl the description in the mobile application service 

document in the App Store, a JAVA software programme developed for this 

specific purpose is used. Second, the text-mining is used to construct a 

frequency keyword vector of each mobile application service. Third, by 

using frequency keyword vectors, an association matrix can be structured 

based on cosine similarity among mobile application services. Fourth and 

most importantly, the SCA is conducted to identify representative mobile 

service contents among a massive amount of services. In addition, 

representative mobile service contents are characterised in terms of customer 

value and dominance in the open mobile market. Finally, based on the 

representative mobile service contents, we visually represent the service 

structure in form of the service grid, service tree, and service network. The 

procedure and the method are briefly and schematically summarised in 

Figure 4-2. 
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Figure 4-2. Overall process and applied methods 

 

4.3.2. Data source 

 

The data of this research are documents of utility services extracted from the 

App Store to fit the purpose of investigation of representative mobile service 

contents. The App Store is a market of the Apple Corporation for mobile 

application services. The applications can be installed directly to target 

devices. Recently, there are over 300,000 mobile application services 

available on the App Store (for more information, visit URL: 

www.iphoneapplicationsplus.com). The necessary and useful utility services 

enhance the quality of human life providing a variety of functions such as 

giving directions, web browsing, and interaction with devices. In this respect, 
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compared to other categories, a category of utility services becomes more 

vast and complex. Nevertheless, there are no sub-categories in the utility 

services and it is difficult for customers to find required services and for 

service developers to analyse current services developed for utilities. These 

problems bring a need for systematically analysing and decomposing utility 

services to provide customers with brief and abstract information. For this 

study, 6,270 utility services were collected by web mining techniques with a 

reference period from 2008 to 2010. However, 548 mobile application 

services were only selected due to a lack of description of service 

information in the document. The description is the main data source during 

the overall process of identifying the representative mobile service contents 

from the text-mining to the SCA. The data for utility services is used only 

for the purpose of a case study and the generic methodology of identification 

of representative mobile service contents is applicable to any service 

category. 

 

4.4. Identification of representative mobile service 

contents 

 

4.4.1. Construction of keyword vectors 

 

Raw documents of mobile application services in the App Store need to be 

preprocessed for a quantitative and systematic analysis. Text-mining is 
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executed to transform raw documents into keyword vector data. Structured 

data transformed by the text-mining is formed as keyword vectors for mobile 

application services. The useful information which expresses features of 

mobile application services can be extracted. The process of keyword 

extraction is comprised of four steps (Yoon and Park, 2004). First of all, 

supplementary words are eliminated due to no semantic meaning. Second, 

terms are identified and separated from their accompanying prefixes and 

suffixes. Third, keywords in the document of a mobile application service 

are derived from the terms by the frequency analysis. That is, terms with 

high frequency are determined as keywords. Finally, the set of keywords is 

constructed as a keyword vector which represents each mobile application 

service. As a result of these four steps, the corresponding keyword vector 

field is filled with the frequency of occurrence. 

In this study, the text-mining was conducted based on 548 mobile 

application services. However, we note that about 400 application services 

are not relevant since there are too few keywords to analyse characteristics. 

Finally, 146 mobile application services were analysed to identify their 

respective services. Table 4-1 shows the frequency keyword vectors which 

resulted from the text-mining. For instance, the term “Browser” occurs 19 

times in the PERFECT Web Browser and the term “Remote” occurs 14 times 

in the Rowmote, and so on. The extracted keywords are fundamentally used 

to construct an association matrix and to conduct the SCA. 
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Table 4-1. Example of keyword vectors 

 Photo Keyboard Mac Browser Remote … GPS 

Altimeter 

PERFECT 

Web 

Browser 

1 0 0 19 0 … 0 

Rowmote 0 1 14 0 14 … 0 

Touch Web 2 4 2 4 0 … 0 

… … … … … … … … 

GPS 

Altimeter 

3 0 0 0 0 … 6 

 

4.4.2. Construction of association matrix 

 

Based on keyword vectors, an association matrix was constructed prior to 

conduction of the SCA. To construct the association matrix, the degree of 

similarity between mobile application services was quantified. The cosine 

similarity is a representative measure of similarity between two vectors of n 

dimensions by calculating the cosine of the angle between them. It is often 

used to compare the documents during the process of text-mining. In this 

study, given two keyword vectors of mobile application services, referred as  

si and sj, the cosine similarity is represented using a dot product and 

magnitude as follows. 

 

Cosine similarity = 
����

|��|����
  

 

The resulting cosine similarity ranges from -1 meaning exactly 
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opposite, to 1 meaning exactly the same, with 0 usually indicating 

independence, and in-between values indicating intermediate similarity or 

dissimilarity. In the case of information retrieval, the cosine similarity of two 

mobile application services ranges from 0 to 1, since the frequency of 

keywords is positive. Table 4-2 exhibits the result of the cosine similarity of 

mobile application services. 

 

Table 4-2. Results of cosine similarity 

 
PERPECT 

Web Browser 
Rowmote Touch Web … 

GPS 

Altimeter 

PERPECT 

Web Browser 
1 0.0175 0.4653 … 0.0319 

Rowmote 0.0175 1 0.0191 … 0.0136 

Touch Web 0.4653 0.0191 1 … 0.0231 

… … … … … … 

GPS Altimeter 0.0319 0.0136 0.0231 … 1 

 

Based on cosine similarity, the association matrix is constructed as 

a prerequisite for conducting the SCA. The degree of connectivity is decided 

based on the threshold value that the analyser is supposed to determine. The 

connectivity between si and sj is set to 1 in the association matrix if the 

cosine similarity is larger than the selected threshold value. Otherwise, the 

connectivity is set to 0 and is considered a weak relationship. The 

determination of the threshold value is subjective and the result may be 

strongly dependent on the threshold value. A few representative mobile 

service contents can be selected as the threshold value becomes lower, while 

many of them can be done as the threshold value becomes higher. Therefore, 
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there are two alternatives. First, at some intermediate level, the decision 

maker selects a reasonable threshold value so that the number of 

representative mobile service contents becomes clearly relevant. Second, the 

multiple threshold values are used to apply for a sensitivity analysis. In this 

case, the threshold value of 0.3 is selected since the relevant number of 

representative mobile service contents is derived. An association matrix with 

a threshold value of 0.3 is shown in Table 4-3. 

 

Table 4-3. Association matrix (t = 0.3) 

 
PERPECT Web 

Browser 
Rowmote 

Touch 

Web 
… 

GPS 

Altimeter 

PERPECT Web 

Browser 
1 0 1 … 0 

Rowmote 0 1 0 … 0 

Touch Web 1 0 1 … 0 

… … … … … … 

GPS Altimeter 0 0 0 … 1 

 

4.4.3. Extraction of representative mobile service contents 

 

In order to identify representative mobile service contents, the objective 

function and constraints are formulated based on the association matrix. 

Specifically, the association matrix presents the m × n zero-one matrix and 

xi means each mobile application service. By using the MS EXCEL software, 

the 16 representative mobile service contents were derived from the 146 

mobile service contents as exhibited in Table 4-4. In more detail, each of 

representative mobile service contents is characterised by keywords. For 
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example, the Rowmote comprises 11 keywords: keyboard, Safari (as a web 

browser), iTunes, Mac, switching, hardware, instruction, video, remote, 

email, and USB. From these keywords, we notify some fruitful information 

that the utility service for remote interconnection with other products is 

proliferating for the iPhone. Thus, through both the text-mining and the SCA, 

it is easy and convenient for customers to understand and search for services 

that are included in the utility category. Also, service developers take a look 

at overall trends of services and obtain foresight for new mobile service 

contents. Thus, a massive amount of mobile service contents can be 

managed and monitored from representative mobile service contents.  

 

Table 4-4. Representative mobile service contents (t = 0.3) 

Representative mobile 

service contents 
Keywords 

Rowmote 
Keyboard, Safari, iTunes, Mac, Switching, hardware, 

instruction, Video, Remote, Email, USB 

Touch Web  
Photo, Keyboard, Menu, Google, Photo album, Full 

screen, Browser 

My Shopping Lists Lite 
Photo, Shopping, Camera, YouTube, Graphics, Video, 

Email 

Photo Share Pro Photo, Wi-Fi, Hardware, Bluetooth, Connection,  

Barcodescan pro Safari, Camera, Location, Barcode, Connection 

iDistress Emergency, Location, Vehicle, GPS, SMS, Email  

MultiCam Wi-Fi, Safari, Camera, Multi-Cam 

Calculator & Unit 

Converter 

Currency, Calculation, Statistics, Converter, Random, 

Email 

MMS Buddy Photo, Buddy, Wi-Fi, Video, Random, Password, Email 

Anti Mosquito 3.0 Mosquito, Connection, Battery, Timer 

Thief Alert : Burglar 

Alarm  

YouTube, Thief, Password, Disable, Lock 

ParkingPal Wi-Fi, Google, Meter, Camera, GPS, Location, Vehicle, 
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Timer 

IOScope 

Photo, Measurement, Calibration, Blog, Photo album, 

Mac, Hardware, Video, Microphone, Browser, Group, 

Files 

Device Info Plus  
Flashlight, Camera, GPS, Accuracy, Location, Altitude, 

Portrait, Battery, Email 

Password Engine Password, Security, Browser, Connection 

iCam  
Wi-Fi, Camera, Mac, Video, Security, Password, 

Browser, Connection, Streaming, USB 

 

4.4.4. Characterisation of representative mobile service contents 

 

Although the representative mobile service contents are identified, it is 

difficult to say that they are always useful. Some of representatives are 

valuable for customers, while others are useless. In addition to usefulness, 

the degree of dominance is also significant in the open market. The 

representative mobile service contents may rapidly disappear unless they 

dominate the mobile service market. For both perspectives, the positioning 

map is constructed for characterising the representative mobile service 

contents in terms of the average score of each representative mobile service 

content and the number of affiliated services. The score and the degree of 

dominance in the market have been considered as influential factors in 

product development management (Anderson and Tushman, 1990; Katz and 

Shapiro, 1986; Schilling, 1998). In this study, customer preference refers to 

the score obtained directly from customer reviews in the App Store. The 

score of each mobile application service was measured with a 5-piont Likert 

scale ranging from strongly dislike to strongly like. Next, the degree of 
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dominance was the number of affiliated services derived from the set 

covering algorithm. Eventually, four quadrants can be distinguished with two 

dimensions. A first dimension shows a mean score of each representative 

mobile service content set including a representative mobile service content 

and its affiliated services. A second dimension indicates the number of 

affiliated services as exhibited in Table 4-5. They are: 

  Dominant: These sets of the representative mobile service contents have 

high scores and a number of similar services. Thus, they are currently 

dominating the market. 

  Potential: There are a bunch of services in each set, but customers are not 

attracted. 

  Dud: The scores are low and a few similar services are covered in each 

representative mobile service content. 

  Niche: These sets of the representative mobile service content are 

attractive to customers, but few similar services are currently developed. 

 

Table 4-5. Property of the representative mobile service contents (t = 0.3) 

Representative mobile 

service contents 

The number of 

affiliated services 

Average score of  

a representative service set 

Rowmote 28 3.9 

Touch Web  19 3.7 

My Shopping Lists Lite 2 3 

Photo Share Pro 10 3.1 

Barcodescan pro 2 2.25 

iDistress 11 3.07 

MultiCam 9 3 

Calculator & Unit Converter 11 3.8 

MMS Buddy 1 3 
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Anti Mosquito 3.0 1 3 

Thief Alert : Burglar Alarm  7 3.14 

ParkingPal 7 3.48 

IOScope 10 3.5 

Device Info Plus  27 3.1 

Password Engine 10 3.2 

iCam  28 3.2 

 

Figure 4-3 shows the positioning map for characterising the 

representative mobile service contents based on two dimensions. The centre 

line of the horizontal axis is 3.22, which is the expected score of all of 

mobile application services while that of the vertical axis is 11.44, which is 

the mean number of affiliated services for each service. First, the two 

representative mobile service contents are classified as dominant: Rowmote 

and Touch Web. It is indicated that two services have the outstanding scores 

and a lot of similar services have been developed. Consequently, the utility 

services for both browser and remote connection are recognised as the useful 

and pervasive service for customers. Second, although a number of utility 

services similar to iCam and Device Info Plus have been launched, they 

received a lower score as potential representative mobile service contents. 

The iCam enables the customers to watch the video through the cell phone as 

well as other devices. However, it is difficult to satisfy the customers with 

only a streaming video. Also, for the Device Info Plus, it appears that only 

information about the cell phone is not attractive enough to captivate 

customers. The services such as these two representative mobile service 

contents have a problem that they give limited functions. If providing more 
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functions in each service, the iCam and Device Info Plus can be move from 

the potential to the dominant. Third, Niche includes calculator & unit 

converter, IOScope, and ParkingPal. Although the services similar to the 

three services in Niche are relatively few, the score is high. Representative 

mobile service contents in the Niche area provide specific and practical 

functions for customers such as calculation, measurement, and parking 

information. Finally, there are relatively many services in Dud, but almost all 

services are close to the centre line. Service developers focus on the Dud 

either to improve service functions or to develop many derivatives. 

Particularly, the worst is a barcode scan which has a rare chance to be sold 

in the mobile application market. The barcode scan may disappear unless the 

whole function is redeveloped. 

 

 

Figure 4-3. Positioning map for representative mobile service contents 
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4.5. Visualisation of the service structure 

 

The major goal of service visualisation is to understand the structure of 

mobile application services based on representative mobile service contents 

at a glance. Once identified as influential, detailed information on the 

representative mobile service content needs to be retrieved, and a technical 

and strategic implication needs to be drawn. In this sense, we show the 

service visualisation which consists of three parts: service grid, service tree, 

and service network. Then, the service tree helps service developers to find 

converging and diverging patterns of mobile application services within each 

service grid. Finally, the service network derives a new idea by exploring 

converging services between service grids. Visualisation of mobile 

application services based on representative mobile service contents help 

customers and service developers to find required services and to obtain 

fruitful insights for creating new services, respectively. 

 

4.5.1. Service grid 

 

As indicated before, the most important feature of the SCA is to find the 

representative mobile service contents to cover characteristics of associated 

services. To visually explore more useful information, the representative 

mobile service contents were located on the service map which was 

constructed by principle component analysis. The service map is used to 
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represent the service grid based on the representative mobile service contents. 

The service grid allows analysts to grasp the big picture as well as to visually 

explore customer needs and new mobile application services. The 

relationship among representative mobile service contents and affiliated 

services are also indirectly shown by using the service grid. As an illustration, 

Figure 4-4 presents only five service grids according to characteristics of 

representative mobile service contents. The Dud is especially represented as 

one set. Each grid may be able to identify idiosyncratic characteristics. Also, 

the service grid enables users to monitor the overall portfolio of mobile 

application services. A figure of diamond and square indicates representative 

mobile service contents and affiliated mobile service contents, respectively.  

In more detail, several insights can be derived from customer and 

service developer perspectives from service grids. First, customers can 

search for a required service by representative mobile service contents at 

hand. One of the problems is that customers are burdened with a long 

potential search in order to find the required service among a massive 

amount of services. By representative mobile service contents and a service 

grid, however, the associated services surrounding the required service can 

be recommended to customers. Second, for service developers, new service 

opportunities can be derived. We take a look at Circles A and B in Figure 4. 

It is assumed that a customer need for new application services is matched 

with each circle. Circle A is included in the dominant set. Service developers 

can obtain useful information about a new service of the Circle A based on 

the keyword analysis of affiliated services in this set. In particular, the new 
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service can be created by the combination of services which surround Circle 

A. However, Circle B is not classified into any service grid. It is said that the 

Circle A may become new service opportunities, but Circle B is ambiguous. 

The possibility of Circle B is twofold. On the one hand, the need for Circle B 

can be a novel concept of the mobile application service and expand the 

dominant set towards a Circle B. On the other hand, it is also possible to be a 

useless service opportunity since it can be meaningless both technically and 

commercially. If the service developer obtains an explicit insight for Circle 

B in the market, then the characteristics should be verified in more detail. 

Otherwise, the need of Circle B may be eliminated. This procedure of 

decision making can help service developers to conduct the stage-gate 

process for new service development. 

 

 

Figure 4-4. Service grid for mobile service contents 
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4.5.2. Service tree 

 

The relationship among mobile application services needs to be clarified by 

a hierarchical structure to understand the entire landscape (Yoon, 2010). A 

tree is widely used for a metaphor of hierarchy. At the first level, a 

superordinate node is located in the top of a tree that is divided into a 

number of leaf nodes at the bottom of the superordinate node. Also, one of 

the leaf nodes is selected again as an ordinate node at the second level and 

the tree gradually grows as the level deepens. Comparing this concept to 

current research, the representative mobile service content becomes one of 

the ordinate nodes and the affiliated service becomes one of the leaf nodes. 

Thus, the representative mobile service contents are used to systematically 

observe the relationship between mobile application services. Similarly, the 

hierarchical clustering which shows a dendrogram is an alternative. However, 

it has a limitation in finding the main elements at each level. Although the 

dendrogram is useful for identifying how to agglomerate entities, it is 

difficult to grasp a main path of the hierarchy. In this sense, the SCA gives 

more detailed information about the main element and path of the service 

structure. 

Figure 4-5 depicts the service tree for the service grid of Rowmote. 

At the first level, the Rowmote(1) were selected as a representative mobile 

service content which had 28 affiliated services. Next, with the threshold 

value of 0.5, Free Trackpad (1-1) and Number Key Free (1-2), which are 

especially represented by a gray box, were identified at the second level and 
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the other leaf nodes were not representative mobile service contents. Finally, 

with the threshold value of 0.7, Hippo Remote Base (1-1-1), Remote Jr. Lite 

(1-1-2), EaKiu Remote(view) (1-1-3), and StreamToMe (1-1-4) were selected 

as representative mobile service contents. Anything above the value of 0.7 

was omitted due to the all of the leaf nodes being identified as representative 

mobile service contents with no sub-leaf nodes. As the level deepens, a 

mobile application service which has a detail or single function is extracted 

as a representative mobile service content. For example, the Rowmote (1) has 

a keyword for the interface, network, and other connected device. With 

respect to the Rowmote, keywords of Free Trackpad (1-1) focus on the 

interface and network and Remote Jr. Lite (1-1-2) includes keywords about 

the network with only a Mac or PC. Therefore, this service tree is used to 

construct the hierarchy of the service structure and to select service functions. 

It gives insights about the converging and diverging functions of mobile 

application services. 

 

 

Figure 4-5. Service tree for mobile service contents 
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4.5.3. Service network 

 

The service grid was employed to show overall relationships among 

representative and affiliated services. In addition, the service tree was 

constructed to show converging and diverging relationships among their 

services within each service grid. Unlike these two techniques, the service 

network is able to present a direct link between service grids with several 

nodes that represent actors, linking nodes through their relationships. In 

particular, since one application service may be related across service grids 

at a low threshold value for the SCA, the representative mobile service 

contents can be interconnected.  

In Figure 4-6, the service network between service grids of the 

Rowmote and the Touch Web is described. Here, serial numbers from 1 to 46 

are labeled on each mobile application service because the real name of the 

mobile application services is too long to be displayed on the network. The 

diamond figure stands for the representative mobile service content with a 

threshold value of 0.3. For instance, Numbers 2 and 3 are represented as the 

Rowmote and Touch Web. Two nodes indicate the influential nodes and relate 

with many services. As the threshold value rises up to 0.5, Numbers 6, 33, 

and 4 emerge in the Service Grid 1 and Service Grid 2. Number 33, which is 

the Number Key Free, relates with Number 28, which is the KeyPad for Mac 

Browser, in the Service Grid 2. There are common denominators of the 

interface and the Mac. Thus, the Rowmote in the Service Grid 1 indirectly 

links with the Touch Web in the Service Grid 2. More interestingly, Number 
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10, which is a representative mobile service content with the threshold value 

of 0.7, is directly related with both the Rowmote and Touch Web. Number 10 

is the HippoRemote Basic that has a remote interface with Mac and other 

devices. Therefore, Number 10 can be identified as a convergent service 

between service grids. Compared to the service tree, a service network is 

useful for identifying the converging services between different service grids. 

 

 

 

Figure 4-6. Service network for mobile service contents 
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4.6. Conclusions 

 

The mobile communications industry is undergoing a huge transformation 

under the new mobile ecosystem. Amongst others, the potential usefulness of 

mobile application services is more highlighted due to the innovation of the 

smartphone and the open mobile market. From this innovation, mobile 

application services have become important to provide customers with 

convenience and increase the sales and customer loyalty for service 

providers. Therefore, it is needed to identify which mobile application 

services are recently dominant in the mobile application market. 

However, a massive amount of mobile application indiscriminately 

emerges since open sources have been used to easily develop application 

services by users themselves. Accordingly, the extraction of useful 

information in mobile application services becomes more sophisticated and 

comprehensive. Thus, this paper proposes the exploratory process of 

identifying and visualising representative mobile service contents with the 

case of the App Store. In terms of the method, the process encompasses the 

text-mining and the SCA, and visualisation techniques. As a result, the 

proposed approach enables prospective users to 1) identify representative 

mobile service contents among a massive amount of services, 2) characterise 

representative mobile service contents, and 3) visually explore the structure 

of current mobile application services. By identifying representative mobile 

service contents, it enables users to easily understand the overall 

characteristics of mobile application services. In other words, the proposed 
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approach contributes to quantitative and systematic identification of the 

structure of mobile application services using the text information contained 

in web documents described by users. It implies that this study provides the 

possibility of analysing mobile application services in the user context. 

This study provides the need for analysis of application services 

quantitatively and systematically in academia since mobile application 

services have more technical and business information in comparison to 

previous mobile services. It implies that an academic area for analysis of 

mobile application services can emerge and expand to focus on the 

development phase and methodology. The results also give managerial 

implications for both customers and service developers. First, the 

representative mobile service contents help customers to search for required 

services and understand which mobile application services are listed on the 

mobile application market. It implies that the time and effort to search 

services can be reduced and the well-construct service structure can induce 

an increase in sales by recommending associated services. Second, the 

service developer can gain insights for new service opportunities through 

understanding converging and diverging relationships among service 

functions based on the service grid, service tree, and service network. In 

other words, by illuminating the converging and diverging functions of 

mobile application services, this study helps open up a new avenue for future 

development of mobile application services in the mobile application market. 

This activity clearly enhances the strategic capability of management of 

mobile application services.  
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However, there are some limitations which should be overcome in 

future research. The proposed approach is comprehensive and flexible, but it 

may be difficult to identify relevant services to analyse the whole of mobile 

application services. As a first problem, the raw data of mobile application 

services may include insufficient information although the mobile 

application service is technically and commercially meaningful. Since 

service developers may be general customers and savvy consumers, they are 

less considered about providing the well-organised explanations. As a 

remedy, the construction of ontology of mobile application services can be a 

useful technique for future research. Second, the keywords should be 

categorised to give more detailed information. In this study, the keywords 

were structured without separation of technical and commercial information. 

The factor analysis or clustering of extracted keywords can be applied to 

overcome this limitation. Finally, the focus of this study is only on mobile 

application services in the utility categorisation. Various categories of mobile 

application services can provide more critical implications such as different 

trends among categories. As the importance of mobile application services 

increases, these limitations can be interesting issues in the mobile ecosystem. 
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Chapter 5. Analysis of Mobile Service Industries 

 

5.1. Introduction 

   

With the increasing use of mobile technologies in mobile societies 

worldwide, mobile technologies have started evolving very fast and have 

become extremely critical in the mobile communications sectors (Dekleva et 

al., 2007; Xing et al., 2011). Various mobile technologies have begun to 

converge in the mobile communications sector; therefore, along with the 

integration of mobile devices, networks, and content services, cooperation 

amongst the mobile sectors has increased significantly (Kuo and Yu, 2006; 

Jing and Xiong-Jian, 2011). This convergence between mobile industries has 

led to the creation of a new business environment of the mobile 

communications sector. 

In recent years, the key drivers for this change have been the newly 

developed smartphones, open mobile operating systems (OS), and the 

mobile application market. For example, the integration of products and 

services, such as the iPhone, iOS, and the App Store of Apple, has produced 

a new business environment for mobile network operators, device 

manufacturers, and content providers (Basole, 2009; West and Mace, 2010). 

By releasing the Google phone, its Android OS, and the Android Market 

together, Google has also become a big player in the mobile communications 

sector (Holzer and Ondrus, 2011). This technical and social change results in 
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the blurring of boundaries of the mobile communications industries (Xing et 

al., 2011). In such an open mobile environment, mobile industries in the 

mobile communications sector have become more complex, and resources 

are being shared across those industries. New mobile industries have been 

created as a result of new technologies or products. In response, the concept 

of “mobile ecosystems” has emerged in both academia and practice to 

explain the growth of this complex structure and the interactions between 

firms or industries in the mobile communications sector (Basole, 2009; 

Feijoo et al., 2009; Gueguen and Isckia, 2011; Jing and Xiong-Jian, 2011). In 

the mobile ecosystem, new actors and new relations are emerging and the 

traditional distribution of power is changing substantially. 

Both theoretically and methodologically, the motivation for this 

study of the mobile ecosystem is different from most previous studies that 

have focused on mobile industries. First, prior studies have been conducted 

from various perspectives such as firm strategies (Bores et al., 2003), 

national policy making incurred by ICT co-evolution (Lee et al., 2009), 

evolutionary economics (Hacklin, 2008), and the value chain network (Pil 

and Holweg, 2006). However, there are limited studies done from the 

ecosystem perspective. The ecosystem dimension has gained importance in 

the mobile communications sector because numerous firms and businesses 

have evolved and constructed large business networks (Basole, 2009; Jing 

and Xiong-Jian, 2011; Li, 2009). This complex and large mobile 

communications sector is being viewed as the mobile ecosystem in which 

numerous different species (i.e., mobile industries) coexist. The ICT in 
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mobile industries influence one another and are affected by various external 

forces (Iansiti and Levien, 2004; Basole, 2009). The core of the ecosystem 

thinking is to provide a broader view and a familiar ecological terminology 

for studying the interacting organism in the socio-economy (Anggraeni et al., 

2007; Basole, 2009; Peltoniemi, 2006; Fransman, 2010). Using ecological 

relationships and roles of mobile industries, we find considerable ways of 

structuring and maintaining a healthy mobile ecosystem. Nevertheless, 

research on ecosystem-based views for the mobile business and industry is 

still in its early phase of development. The relationships and roles in the 

ecosystem are not specifically defined and explored. Thus, this study intends 

to facilitate in-depth understanding on the structure of the mobile ecosystem 

and to identify roles of mobile technology from the perspectives of the 

ecosystem. 

Second, from the methodological background, previous research 

has tended to deal with the mobile ecosystem based on qualitative analysis 

performed at the conceptual level (Anggraeni et al., 2007; Jing and Xiong-

Jian, 2011). More attention is given to an individual industry or firm, such as 

the network industry or the mobile device industry. In addition to case 

studies, quantitative analysis has been conducted based on patent data, such 

as the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO), United States 

Patent Classification (USPC), and Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) 

systems (Lee et al., 2009; Li, 2009). The analysis has also included the 

sector participation of enterprises using mergers and acquisitions (M&A) 

and collaborative data (Basole, 2009; Gueguen and Isckia, 2011). 
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Nonetheless, these are limited studies on inter-firm analysis or inter-

technology analysis at a micro level. Micro-level analysis cannot explain the 

whole structure of interactions and relationships between industries. It is also 

difficult to derive managerial and policy implications for a country or 

industry. However, because mobile industries have converged in the mobile 

ecosystem (Hacklin et al., 2009; Huang and Teo, 2008; Xing et al., 2011), it 

is essential to analyze the physical resource flows across a range of 

industries. Therefore, the industry-level quantitative analysis for drawing an 

overall picture of a mobile ecosystem has remained largely unexplored and 

unexploited. 

For the industry-level quantitative analysis of mobile ecosystem, 

inter-industry analysis is a useful mathematical method since it can deal with 

resource distributions at the industry level (Leontief, 1941). Using the input-

output table, the relatedness and interconnectedness among sectors can be 

explored (Xing et al., 2011). More specifically, inter-industry analysis is 

particularly relevant for adopting ecosystem perspectives because the input-

output table shows a concrete economic structure that has both physical 

input and output flows across sectors (Miller and Blair, 1985). Input-output 

analysis has three strengths for this study. First, the input and output degrees 

of resource flows and spillover effects of mobile industries in a mobile 

ecosystem can be examined. Second, the relationships among mobile 

industries can be quantitatively explored. Finally, with the analysis results 

above, ecological roles of mobile industries from the ecosystem perspective 

can be characterized. 
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Consequently, the major contribution of this paper is to structure 

mobile ecosystems based on relationships between mobile industries and to 

identify their ecological roles in their mobile ecosystems using inter-industry 

analysis. An analysis of the results can facilitate resource flow and make the 

mobile ecosystem symbiotically healthier. To be specific, practical and 

policy implications are provided by applying inter-industry analysis into a 

Korean mobile ecosystem, understanding ecological relationships and roles 

of each industry. Moreover, through the analysis results, our implications are 

two-fold: finding weak linkages in the mobile ecosystem and proposing a 

telecommunications policy for connecting these linkages. 

 

5.2. Inter-industry analysis for mobile ecosystems 

 

5.2.1. Modified input-output table for mobile ecosystem 

 

Since the year 2000, Korea has been dominating the mobile sectors. In 2007 

and 2008, it has been one of the top three countries with the highest ICT 

development including mobile sectors indexes among 154 countries (ITU, 

2009). The mobile sector includes several industries such as computer 

hardware and software, telecommunications, Internet-based contents, 

applications and services. (Here, “sector” is used in a broad sense unlike 

“industry,” which is a subdivision of a sector.) The mobile industries have 

developed very fast due to the convergence and integration of mobile 
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technologies; this has resulted in the creation of smartphones and other 

mobile services. The thriving Korean mobile industries are a good sample 

for investigating the input-output flows from the perspective of the 

ecosystem. A case study of the Korean mobile industry will help understand 

relationships and the impact of mobile industries in the ecosystem 

perspectives. 

To construct the mobile ecosystem, the related mobile industries 

should be selected first. We used the input-output table published in 2011 by 

the Bank of Korea. Of the 403 sectors in the input-output table, 23 sectors 

related to mobile industries are selected for constructing the mobile 

ecosystem of Korea; this included sectors ranging from the manufacturing to 

the service sectors as shown in Table 5-1 (Detailed names and codes of each 

of the sectors are listed in Appendix). The 23 sectors from the database 

contained in input-output table to examine the input and output degrees of 

resource flows of mobile industries. Finally, the 23 sectors are allocated 

again to the main seven mobile industries.1 These seven mobile industries 

dominate the mobile communication sector, consisting of the traditional 

mobile industries and the new mobile industries. First, Traditional mobile 

industries consist of silicon vendors and component providers (SC), mobile 

device (MD) manufacturers, and mobile network (MN) providers. The main 

function of traditional mobile services was voice and message 

                                           
1 Resources of industries are partly included in the mobile ecosystem. Therefore, 
with assistance from experts, we predicted the proportion of each industry related to 
the mobile industry. According to the proportion, we allocated the resources into the 
mobile ecosystem; finally, the input-output table for the mobile ecosystem was 
constructed. 
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communications using mobile devices such as mobile phones and pagers. 

However, with the rapid development of mobile technologies, application 

services were created, such as mobile broadband network, Internet services 

(IS), contents services (CS) and media services (MS), and platform and 

software (PS) providers. Here, IS, CS, MS looks like similar, but the main 

function is different from each other. Internet services aim to provide the 

mobile internet services such as mobile banking and mobile web pages. 

Contents services focus on the entertainment services such as game, music, 

or video and media services provide the news or broadcasting services. Also, 

the platform and software is defined as such operations system software that 

allows mobile phones to use application services. These new mobile 

industries are increasing dramatically with the development of smartphones 

and open platforms. Thus, these mobile industries are emerging to structure 

the complete mobile ecosystem. Using this classification, the input and 

output flows of 23 sectors are first separated into seven mobile industries 

and the inter-industry analysis of the mobile ecosystem is then conducted in 

two steps. First, using input-output table, the input and output degree is 

measured between mobile industries in the mobile ecosystem. Second, the 

spillover effect of each mobile industry on the mobile ecosystem is explored 

by production-inducing effect. 
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Table 5-1. Mobile industries based on the input-output table of Korea 

Mobile industry  Code of input-output table 

Traditional 

mobile 

industries 

Silicon vendors and Component 

providers (SC) 

236, 238, 249, 250, 251, 262 

Mobile Device manufacturers 

(MD) 

260, 262 

Mobile Network providers (MN) 261, 262, 318, 342 

New mobile 

industries 

Internet Service providers (IS) 262, 343, 344, 345, 353 

Contents Service providers (CS) 262, 345, 386, 387, 392 

Media Service providers (MS) 262, 345, 346, 347, 363 

Platform and Software providers 

(PS) 

262, 366, 367 

 

5.2.2. Measures for input and output degree 

 

The input-output table provides basic information about inter-sectoral 

transactions in a national or regional economy during a certain period. A 

mathematical foundation should be followed for analyzing the spillover 

impact on inter-industries. There are two approaches to inter-industry 

analysis based on input (supply) and output (demand). Two parameters are 

used for measuring the degree of transactions: input coefficient and output 

coefficient. First, the input coefficient is defined as the number of suppliers 

who provide goods from a specific industry to another industry. Second, the 
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output coefficient is the number of buyers who require the goods in a certain 

sector. The detailed equations for the input coefficient a�� and the output 

coefficient r�� are shown in the equations below. Here, �� is the total gross 

input in the sector i, where i = 1, 2, …, N; and �� is the total gross outputs 

in the sector j, where j = 1, 2, …, N. ��� is the inter-industry supply from 

sector i to sector j. Equation (1) shows the supply-side model when the 

input-output table is viewed vertically, and equation (2) represents the 

horizontal demand-side model. 

 

��� =
���

��
		…	(1)  ��� =

���

��
		…	(2) 

 

The main difference between the input and output coefficients is 

based on the sectors. The denominators of the input and output coefficients 

are the total input of the industry j and the total output of the industry i, 

respectively. The input and output flows in all cells from sector i to sector j 

can be measured based on the same sectors. The input coefficient is based on 

the supply-side or demand-driven model, and the output coefficient is based 

on the demand-side or supply-driven model. 

Table 5-2 gives the input coefficients between seven mobile 

industries. The input coefficient matrix shows that MS has the largest input 

degree (0.5042), and CS has the lowest input degree (0.1274). Table 5-3 

exhibits the output coefficients among mobile industries; here, MS also has 

the largest output degree (0.6177). However, the sector that has the lowest 
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output degree differs from that of the input degree. The lowest output degree 

can be seen in MD (0.1247). Both input and output degrees tend to be large 

in new mobile industries in the mobile ecosystem. These results indicate that 

the new mobile sectors are more directly and strongly related to other sectors, 

whereas the traditional mobile sectors are related to their own sectors in the 

mobile ecosystem. Moreover, the ratio between the input and output degrees 

can be represented as productivity in the ecosystem. A symbiotic relationship 

among mobile industries can be explored using productivity. Figure 5-1 

shows the resource inflow and outflow position map of mobile industries. 

 

Table 5-2. Input coefficient matrix 

 SC MD MN IS CS MS PS 

SC 0.1570  0.0814  0.0028  0.0043  0.0014  0.0032  0.0080  

MD 0.0001  0.1214  0.0000  0.0010  0.0005  0.0006  0.0053  

MN 0.0022  0.0013  0.1563  0.0835  0.0265  0.0229  0.0134  

IS 0.0010  0.0006  0.0098  0.0742  0.0418  0.0302  0.0142  

CS 0.0021  0.0004  0.0366  0.0643  0.0352  0.0111  0.0965  

MS 0.0014  0.0101  0.0134  0.0290  0.0087  0.4248  0.0231  

PS 0.0046  0.0003  0.0201  0.0574  0.0132  0.0114  0.0808  

Input 

degree 

0.1684 0.2155 0.2390 0.3137 0.1274 0.5042 0.2413 
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Table 5-3. Output coefficient matrix 

 SC MD MN IS CS MS PS Output 

degree  

SC 0.1570  0.0389  0.0009  0.0004  0.0003  0.0004  0.0018  0.1998 

MD 0.0002  0.1214  0.0000  0.0002  0.0003  0.0001  0.0025  0.1247 

MN 0.0065  0.0019  0.1563  0.0245  0.0186  0.0073  0.0091  0.2242 

IS 0.0101  0.0030  0.0333  0.0742  0.0999  0.0330  0.0328  0.2862 

CS 0.0088  0.0008  0.0521  0.0269  0.0352  0.0051  0.0931  0.2219 

MS 0.0127  0.0443  0.0417  0.0265  0.0191  0.4248  0.0486  0.6177 

PS 0.0202  0.0007  0.0297  0.0249  0.0137  0.0054  0.0808  0.1753 

 

 

Figure 5-1. Resource inflow-outflow position map 
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5.2.3. Spillover effect of mobile industries 

 

In addition to input and output flows, a major function of the input-output 

table is to quantify the spillover effect, i.e., the strength of causation among 

industries. This is important because the mobile ecosystem focuses on the 

interactions among mobile industries for symbiosis and co-evolution. The 

impact of a specific sector on other sectors can be used for examining this 

interaction from the ecosystem perspective. There are two ways of assessing 

spillover effects in inter-industry analysis: production-inducing effect and 

supply shortage effect. The production-inducing effect is based on the 

supply-side model using the input coefficient matrix, whereas the supply 

shortage effect is based on the demand-side model using the output 

coefficient matrix (Han et al., 2004). In general, analyzing the impact of each 

sector is used as a production-inducing effect because the supply shortage 

effect assumes that there are scarce resources in a monopolistic market 

(Gosh, 1958). Accordingly, we applied the production-inducing effect to 

analyze the impact on the mobile ecosystem. 

The production-inducing coefficient is defined as the infinite 

spillover effect of the demand for a unit good and service on another industry. 

The process of calculating the production-inducing coefficient is based on 

the input coefficient, and equation (3) represents a matrix of production-

inducing coefficient (also called the Leontief inverse matrix). The identity 

matrix is denoted by I, and the input coefficient matrix that consists of the 

input coefficient ���, is denoted by A. 
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� + �� + �� +⋯ = � +���
�

���

= (� − �)��																																																				(3) 

 

The matrix of the production-inducing coefficient for each mobile 

sector can be shown in Table 5-4. As mentioned before, because the 

production-inducing coefficient is calculated based on the input coefficient 

matrix, the overall pattern of the result is very similar to the input degree. 

 

Table 5-4. Matrix of production-inducing coefficient of mobile industries 

 SC MD MN IS CS MS PS 

SC 1.1863  0.1100  0.0045  0.0072  0.0025  0.0076  0.0115  

MD 0.0002  1.1381  0.0003  0.0018  0.0008  0.0014  0.0067  

MN 0.0036  0.0029  1.1896  0.1132  0.0384  0.0545  0.0246  

IS 0.0017  0.0016  0.0162  1.0884  0.0484  0.0591  0.0237  

CS 0.0035  0.0013  0.0494  0.0848  1.0434  0.0287  0.1124  

MS 0.0033  0.0204  0.0304  0.0617  0.0200  1.7445  0.0474  

PS 0.0062  0.0014  0.0281  0.0724  0.0191  0.0271  1.0921  

 

Equation (4) gives the production-inducing effect �∗ of a specific 

mobile sector k on other sectors. Here, �� stands for the input coefficient 

matrix excluding row and column vectors of the target industry; and �� 

denotes a column vector of the target industry k in the input coefficient 

matrix. The total impact �∗∗ of the specific mobile sector k on the mobile 
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ecosystem is calculated using equation (5). Here, �� is a variation of the 

demand size in the target industry k. It is assumed that the demand size is the 

intermediate demand because the demand of each industry is similar to the 

size of industry. In this study, for convenience, the production-inducing 

effect �∗ is called the impact, and �∗∗ is the total impact. 

 

�∗ = (� − ��)����																																																																																															(4) 

 

�∗∗ = (� − ��)����∆��																																																																																					(5) 

 

Amongst the seven mobile industries in Table 5-5, the IS industry 

has the largest impact (0.4624) followed by the MS (0.3294), PS (0.3057), 

and CS (0.1987) industries. The traditional mobile industries and the new 

mobile industries are different. The traditional mobile industries of SC 

(0.0259), MD (0.1812), and MN (0.1765) have lower production-inducing 

effects than the new mobile industries. This indicates that the new mobile 

industries of IS, CS, MS, and PS have more complex networks with one 

another, whereas the traditional mobile industries have comparatively 

simpler networks. However, the spillover effect is changed when the market 

sizes of mobile industries are taken into account. MD (8 556 824) has the 

largest total impact, followed by PS (6 918 363), MS (6 174 837), and MN 

(5 897 158). In addition, the impacts of IS (4 541 528) and CS (4 665 506) 

are very similar. Finally, SC (2 555 837) have lower impacts on the mobile 

ecosystem. Finally, a network based on the production-inducing coefficient 
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matrix and the impact of each sector is constructed.  

 

Table 5-5. Spillover effect of mobile industries 

Mobile sector 
Size* (∆X�)  Impact(X∗) Spillover effect 

(X∗∗=X ∗× ∆X�) 

SC 98,812,755 0.0259  2,555,837  

MD 47,218,721 0.1812  8,556,824  

MN 33,421,017 0.1765  5,897,158  

IS 9,820,981 0.4624  4,541,528  

CS 28,480,155 0.1987  5,460,307 

MS 18,745,713 0.3294  6,174,837  

PS 22,629,182 0.3057  6,918,363  

* Monetary unit: thousand dollars 

 

5.3. Ecological relationships of mobile industries  

 

5.3.1. Index for characterizing mobile ecosystem 

 

This section provides the ecological characteristics and roles of mobile 

industries in the mobile ecosystem. This is deduced from the three criteria 

suggested in previous studies (Iansiti & Levien, 2004; Peltoniemi, 2006), 

such as input-output flows, the spillover effect, and the structure of the 

impact network in Section 3. Table 5-6 describes three criteria; the 
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productivity, the spillover effect, and the affecting and affected coverage 

from the perspective of the ecosystem. 

 

Table 5-6. Indexes for identifying roles of mobile industries in ecosystem 

Index Description from the ecosystem perspective 

Productivity The degree of resource inflow-outflow for exploring a symbiotic 

relationship 

Spillover effect The impact on the whole mobile ecosystem 

Coverage Affecting and affected sectors, and possibility that can be a hub of 

ecosystem 

 

First, in terms of input-output flows, productivity refers to the 

number of resources produced for the ecosystem as compared to input 

resources; it is derived by dividing the output degree by the input degree. 

High productivity is good for the ecosystem because increasing the output 

makes the overall mobile ecosystem healthier. The symbiosis and co-

evolution between sectors can be explored by studying the productivity. For 

example, if productivity is greater than 1, it indicates that the sectors 

facilitate symbiosis and co-evolution. Second, the spillover effect of each 

mobile sector needs to identify the pure impact on the mobile ecosystem. 

From the perspective of the ecosystem, the impact of growing sectors on the 

mobile ecosystem helps to understand the importance of each sector and 

predict the future of the mobile ecosystem. Moreover, by adjusting the 

spillover effect, strategic and policy implications for promoting the target 

sectors are noticed. Finally, there are coverage differences that represent the 
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scope of the affecting and affected sectors in mobile ecosystems. The 

number of affecting and affected sectors can indicate the coverage of 

interactions of mobile industries in the mobile ecosystem. Through the 

coverage of mobile industries, a hub or isolation industry of the mobile 

ecosystem can be proposed. 

The proposed ecological relationships of mobile industries in terms 

of productivity, spillover effect, and coverage are described in Table 5-7 and 

Figure 5-2. The ecological roles are defined from the concept of previous 

studies and the literature of ecosystems. There are four roles such as 

commodity, landlord, keystone, and controller. Among these, the landlord is 

divided by a local landlord (landlord) and a hub landlord (dominator), and 

the keystone is decomposed by a core keystone and a general keystone. 

Although the overall concept of roles identified in this study is similar to 

previous studies, we have differently defined the several roles in context of 

industry-level mobile ecosystems. Getting into the details for one by one, 

compared to the roles of previous studies at a firm level, first, the commodity 

has similar definition. In ecosystems, the commodity is very fundamental 

things having a large size of industry and similar input and output degrees. 

Second, we defined landlords as local landlords to identify the kind of 

players that attract maximum resources from the system in its isolation 

position. Players who attract resources depending on their hub positions are 

called existing roles, dominators, or hub landlords. Third, the keystone is 

also taken into account by core keystone (keystone) and general keystone 

(facilitator). The facilitator is a general major player that has much more 
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output degree as a hub of the ecosystem with a high impact on the entire 

ecosystem. Among the facilitators, the keystone is a special case that is a 

small size of industry. It is more important in that the mobile ecosystem is 

highly possible to be destroyed if the core keystone is decreased. Finally, the 

controller is made to explain the kind of players that handle the balance 

between the input and output across players. 

 

Table 5-7. Ecological roles of mobile industries in mobile ecosystems 

Role Description 

Commodity Has higher output degrees and low impact on mobile 

ecosystem; has a large size; affects narrow coverage  

Local landlord 

(landlord) 

Has higher input degree than output degree and high impact 

on mobile ecosystem; has a large size; affected by narrow 

coverage 

Hub landlord 

(dominator) 

Has higher input degree than output degree and high impact 

on mobile ecosystem as a hub of ecosystem 

Core keystone 

(keystone) 

Has higher output degree than input degree and high impact 

on mobile ecosystem as a (symbiotic) hub of ecosystem; has a 

smaller size, especially 

General keystone 

(facilitator) 

Has higher output degree than input degree and high impact 

on mobile ecosystem as a (symbiotic) hub of ecosystem 

Controller Has similar input and output degrees as a hub of ecosystem 
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Figure 5-2. Six types of the ecological role in mobile ecosystem 

 

5.3.2. Ecological roles and structure of mobile industries in 

ecosystem 

 

The ultimate goal of this paper is to explore the ecological roles and 

structure of sectors to help understand the entire mobile ecosystem. Table 5-

8 indicates the index value of each mobile sector in terms of productivity, 

spillover effect, and coverage. 
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Table 5-8. Input-output analysis result of mobile industries 

Mobile 

sector 

Productivity* Spillover effect Affecting Affected 

SC 1.1863 2,555,837  MD, PS - 

MD 0.5788 8,556,824  - SC, MS 

MN 0.9382 5,897,158  IS, CS, MS, PS IS, CS, MS, PS 

IS 0.9125 4,541,528  MN, CS, MS, PS MN, CS, MS, PS 

CS 1.7428 5,460,307 MN, IS, MS, PS MN, IS, MS, PS 

MS 1.2251 
6,174,837 

MD, MN, IS, 

CS, PS 

MN, IS, CS, PS 

PS 0.7266 
6,918,363  

MN, IS, CS, MS SC, MN, IS, CS, 

MS 

Average  5,729,265   

* productivity indicates output degree divided by input degree. 

 

The mobile ecosystem based on the interactions between sectors 

and their role is exhibited by the network made in terms of three indexes as 

shown in Figure 5-3. Only the linkages above 0.01 of the production-

inducing coefficient in Table 4 are represented. The sizes of the circular 

nodes indicate the industry size of each sector, and the line width shows the 

spillover effect between mobile industries and affecting effects on each other 

industry. Based on productivity, impact, and coverage, we have explored six 

roles in detail: the commodity (SC), (local) landlord (MD), controller (MN, 

IS), facilitator (CS), keystone (MS), and dominator (PS). The detailed 
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description of the roles of each sector is given below; it is also summarized 

in Table 5-9. 

 

Table 5-9. Roles of mobile industries in mobile ecosystem 

Mobile 

industries 

Role Productivity Spillover 

effect* 

Coverage 

SC Commodity About 1; similar input and output 

degree 

Low Narrow 

MD Landlord Less than 1; much more input 

degree than output degree 

High  Narrow 

MN Controller About 1; similar input and output 

degree 

Moderate Wide 

IS Controller About 1; similar input and output 

degree 

Low Wide 

CS Facilitator More than 1; much more output 

degree than input degree 

Moderate Wide 

MS Keystone More than 1; much more output 

degree than input degree; 

(especially a smaller size) 

High Wide 

PS Dominator Less than 1; much more input 

degree than output degree 

High Wide 

* Low: less than average; Moderate: similar with average; High: More than 

average 
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Figure 5-3. Structure of mobile ecosystem of Korea* 

* Cut-off value of 0.01 of production-inducing coefficient 

 

First, the SC has similar input and output degrees with a low impact 

on the mobile ecosystem. Also, narrow relationships between SC and 

another sector show that the SC is strongly dependent on other sectors, i.e., 

SC affects only two large sectors, MD and PS. Thus, SC as the commodity is 

a weak supplier. In practice, SC is a basic industry for hardware and 

infrastructure. It is the first tier in the supply chain; therefore, SC only 

supplies resources to other sectors in the mobile ecosystem. Second, unlike 

SC, MD only absorbs resources from particular sectors with the highest 

impact on the mobile ecosystem. Therefore, MD is defined as the local 

landlord in the mobile ecosystem. According to the ecosystem-based view, it 

should be noted that MD is meticulously managed because the landlord 

might destroy the entire ecosystem by extracting maximum resources only. 
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Next, between the two extremes of the commodity and landlord, 

there are four roles that are represented as hubs of the mobile ecosystem; all 

three have different characteristics. Above all, the roles of CS and MS are 

explored as facilitator and keystone, respectively. The main function of both 

facilitator and keystone is to work with others to create value and to share 

resources with contributors. In fact, CS and MS are emerging business 

industries in the mobile communications sector, which provide games, music, 

news, and broadcasting. In time, these mobile industries will be promoted as 

potential leaders. Moreover, the PS is identified as a dominator that might 

have been a keystone previously. The analysis result of PS shows that it has 

a high input degree and a high impact on the mobile ecosystem as a hub of 

the ecosystem. PS dominates the entire ecosystem horizontally and vertically 

and tries to extract the maximum resources. Therefore, PS needs to be 

managed before it becomes a landlord. Finally, MN and IS are identified as 

controllers that have similar input and output degrees and moderate impact 

on the mobile ecosystem as a hub of the ecosystem. MN and IS make the 

mobile ecosystem maintain a good balance between the input and output 

resources; they have wide coverage as a hub of the ecosystem. Unlike the 

keystone and dominator, a controller is characterized by similar input and 

output to the ecosystem. Unlike previous studies, the controller has a special 

role in this paper. This novel role helps us understand the ecosystem 

relationships in detail. 
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5.3.3. Policy implications 

 

Bearing in mind the roles of mobile industries in the mobile ecosystem of 

Korea, we now discuss how to promote the development of mobile 

ecosystem. First, in the dynamic ecosystem, predicting the impact change is 

critical to maintain the balance of resource flows. In the case of Korea, in 

future, the landlord might destroy the entire ecosystem by extracting too 

much value from others (Jing and Xiong-Jian, 2010). Thus, a policy maker 

should relieve the shockwaves sent by the MD by moderating relationships 

with other industries. Based on various linkages with respect to MD, four 

policy issues have been suggested for this purpose as exhibited in Table 5-10. 

 

Table 5-10. Policy implications with respect to MD as landlord 

 Target industry Related policy Description 

Link 1 With the SC as 

Commodity 

Symbiosis between 

large firms and SMEs 

Promote output flow from 

large firms (MD) into SMEs 

(SC) 

Link 2 With the MN as 

Controller 

Expansion of 

infrastructure 

facilities 

Construct manufacturing and 

mobile network infrastructure 

for promoting keystone 

industries such as CS and MS 

Link 3 With the PS as 

Dominator 

Cooperation based on 

openness for platform 

software 

Develop open platform 

software for promoting 

keystone industries such as CS 
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and MS, but be careful for 

absorbing too much value by 

MD and PS 

Link 4 With the CS as 

Keystone 

Coevolution between 

product and services 

to develop various 

business models 

Integrate products (MD) with 

services (CS and MS) towards 

product-service systems 

 

First, a missing link 1 represents the connection between landlord 

and commodity. It is the typical problem of relationships between mobile 

device manufacturers and silicon vendors and component providers. These 

can be considered as relationships between large firms and small and 

medium enterprises (SMEs). In the mobile communications sector, the 

Korean economic structure has numerous SMEs that supply components to 

global firms producing mobile devices, such as Samsung and LG. As 

indicated by the roles of each sector, SC only gives inputs to MDs having 

relationships with the landlord and commodity. As shown in the structure of 

the mobile ecosystem, if relationships between large firms (MDs) and SMEs 

(SCs) are connected, more resources flow into PS and spread to MEs and 

other sectors. However, in this case, we should manage the PS as well, 

because the PS plays a role similar to the MD as the landlord. Thus, a policy 

maker should consider the ways of facilitating SMEs business regarding the 

relationships with both MD and PS. 

Second, a missing link 2 is a relationship with a controller, MN. In 
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the mobile communications sectors, the relationship between the mobile 

device manufacturers and mobile network providers was first developed as 

infrastructure. In previous, when only voice and text message services were 

provided, collaboration was not necessary. However, with the increase in 

speed of mobile communications by the evolution of mobile broadband such 

as 3G and LTE, it is possible to deliver more services. Mobile devices have 

also adopted those broadband network technologies sequentially. Despite 

this critical relationship, the analysis result shows that they have not been 

linked yet. In fact, in Korea, both MD and MN are different from each other, 

i.e., the major mobile device manufacturers are Samsung or LG, whereas the 

mobile network operators are SKT, KT, or LGT. In the individual 

environment, it has also been difficult to formulate business plans and make 

telecommunications policies together. Since the MN has direct linkages with 

keystone players such as CS and MS, the policy for collaboration between 

MD and MN is essential. If MD and MN are inter-connected, the effect of 

MN becomes higher than the resource flow of MD, and other keystone 

players are also indirectly influenced. As a controller, MN can balance 

resources in the entire mobile ecosystem by developing new infrastructure of 

mobile device and network. 

Third, a missing link 3 indicates a problem in the relationships with 

a dominator of PS. This is different from other linkages because both MD 

and PS tend to absorb more inputs. Thus, if these two industries are 

connected, there is a great possibility of destroying the ecosystem. However, 

despite the negative effect, the dominator also has a positive effect because 
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PS links with the keystone and controller. The indirect effect on the keystone 

might make the ecosystem healthier and the controller stable. Also, the core 

of platform software lies in the openness that enhances the interactions 

between all players. In fact, smartphones have been originated from 

interactions between MD and PS such as iPhone and iOS. After the 

development of smartphones, various business items were produced across 

many other service sectors using by the open platform software, such as 

contents, games, and Internet services. Recently, the development of more 

advanced platform software for mobile devices has gained importance 

because Korea is quite weak in this area as compared to its ability to develop 

mobile devices. For example, the KakaoTalk platform that enables users to 

apply the messenger, game, and blog in smartphone device is a 

representative case for witnessing a growing contents service market size 

based on platform software. Therefore, the government should promote 

relationships between MD and PS from an early phase of development. 

Finally, a missing link 4 is considered as the interaction with a 

keystone. This is the most important link with the keystone because the 

resources of MD can be spread out and flow in the entire mobile ecosystem. 

In practice, keystone MS is the mobile media service that provides mobile 

device users with news, games, books, and other media. The e-book contents 

services are subscription-based emerging business models. Thus, promoting 

the relationship between MD and MS is important because these media and 

broadcasting services can be delivered using mobile devices. Government 

needs to consider constructing the strong relationship between MD and MS 
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as the product-service system. Today, in fact, firms and governments are 

trying to combine products with services that use the mobile 

communications sector, such as mobile education service and augmented 

reality services. 

However, not all links are considered individually; instead, they 

should be considered collectively because convergence and integration have 

led the mobile ecosystem. New business models in the mobile ecosystem are 

being developed by integrating with mobile devices, mobile broadband, 

mobile platforms and software, and mobile services. Thus, by providing the 

missing link, the mobile ecosystem can become healthier and all industries 

can be co-evolutionary. 

 

5.4. Conclusions 

 

The mobile communications sector is witnessing important changes in recent 

years; it is shifting from a value chain to a burgeoning ecosystem. As mobile 

industries in the mobile communication sector become more complex and 

symbiosis among them becomes inevitable, the mobile ecosystem dictates 

that numerous mobile species must coexist and be shaped by internal and 

external forces. Thus, without an in-depth understanding of ecological roles 

of mobile species, the mobile ecosystem could be destroyed by competition 

over a short period. 

This study responds to the proposal of adopting an ecosystem-based 

view in the mobile communications sector. The main purpose is to deal with 
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the structure of a mobile ecosystem and the roles of mobile industries. After 

defining seven mobile industries specifically for the mobile ecosystem of 

Korea, inter-industry analysis was applied to investigate the productivity, 

impact, and coverage of each mobile industry. The structure of the mobile 

ecosystem was constructed based on the production-inducing effect and the 

impact of each mobile industry on the mobile ecosystem. Finally, based on 

productivity, impact, and coverage, the ecological roles and relationships of 

each mobile industry were examined from the ecosystem perspective. In the 

Korean mobile ecosystem, six roles were identified: commodity, landlord 

(local landlord), dominator (hub landlord), keystone (core keystone), 

facilitator (general keystone), and controller. Government policies and their 

implications regarding the roles and relationships of the mobile ecosystem in 

Korea were discussed. The results can then be addressed in mobile policy-

making processes or in decision-making processes for structuring and 

sustaining a healthy mobile ecosystem. The major contribution of this study 

is to address the roles of mobile industries in the mobile ecosystem by using 

inter-industry analysis based on a quantitative database. The quantitative 

results can be more useful for the in-depth understanding of roles and 

relationships of mobile industries in the mobile ecosystem. 

However, this article has some limitations that require further 

research. First, while combining mobile industries for structuring the mobile 

ecosystem, the proportion of mobile industries in the mobile 

communications sector needs to be measured more precisely. This research 

obtained help from industry experts; however, the market share of the mobile 
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industry can be used as a quantitative proxy measure for proportion. Second, 

there are few widely used terms for explaining roles in an ecosystem. We 

mostly borrowed terminology used in previous studies of the business 

ecosystem; however, the terms for ecosystem need to be more precisely 

defined for in-depth understanding. Third, this study only focused on static 

and Korean-specific country analysis. However, dynamic analysis and cross-

country analysis of the mobile ecosystem can be interesting research themes 

for identifying the dynamic change of roles and the differences of roles 

across countries. Future studies on these themes can show technical and 

social changes and provide country-specific policy implications for mobile 

ecosystem.  
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Chapter 6. Conclusions 

 

6.1. Summary and contributions 

 

The mobile service is undergoing a tremendous change, structuring mobile 

ecosystems. Based on open platform such as application programming 

interface and open software kit, anyone can develop and provide mobile 

services. Because of user-generated characteristics, the potential usefulness 

of mobile services is more paid attention than ever. In fact, numerous mobile 

services have proliferated through smart device and open service market. 

In this circumstance, a strong motivation of this thesis has been 

derived from one question, “Is it possible that mobile service innovation can 

form a new academic field in technology innovation?” The mobile services 

have been very much changes since after development of smartphone and 

open platform software. Thus, many technical and business functions which 

have not been previously shown are incorporated in mobile services. For 

exploring the potential of mobile services, the hierarchical and systematic 

approach to identifying practical background of mobile service innovation is 

proposed along with the state of the art of increasing applicability of mobile 

services in various practical fields. In particular, functions, contents, and 

industries of mobile services are sequentially focused. Considering various 

methods of datamining, linear programming, and network analysis, the 

possibility of suggesting practical research is explored as well. 
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In specific, this thesis proposed the hierarchical approach to 

exploring mobile service systems at the three different levels: functions, 

contents, and industries. Each of three themes represented how to identify 

characteristics of each of levels. First, Theme #1 aims to identify technical 

and business functions through mobile services using FP-tree algorithm. In 

this study, dominant and auxiliary service functions are derived and the 

relationships between them are identified. Further, modular approach to 

design mobile service functions is suggested. Second, Theme #2 proposed 

analytic methods for identifying representative and associate mobile service 

contents that have core functions using set-covering algorithm. Three visual 

forms such as grid, tree, and network are also constructed based on 

representative mobile service contents to identify distinctive relationships 

among mobile service contents. Finally, Theme #3 shows mobile ecosystems 

based on mobile service industries with traditional manufacturing industries. 

Six ecological roles based on the physical flows from industry to industry 

are suggested using inter-industry network analysis.  

The major contribution is that this thesis proposes an initial stage of 

research on hierarchical and systematic approach to analysis of mobile 

services. Despite increasing importance of mobile services in recent business 

and practice, that of mobile services in academia has been still not accepted. 

Only few studies on qualitative approach to finding the effectiveness of 

mobile services have been conducted in management area. Thus, this thesis 

has contributions to application of various analysis methods based on 

quantitative approach of datamining and optimization techniques. In 
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academia, the proposed approaches are expected to lay a research foundation 

for the structure of mobile service innovation and system. 

In more detail, Theme #1 contributes to propose a new way of 

applying data from service description. Including pre-processing of service 

description data, technical and business information of mobile services are 

considered. Methodologically, based on service description data, FP-tree 

algorithm as one of data-mining techniques is also customized for 

incorporating data vector inputs. In more detail, using FP-tree algorithm, 

three application ways are proposed in terms of frequency, association, and 

visualization. As a result, various service types such as dominant or auxiliary 

services are suggested based on three application steps.  

The contribution of Theme #2 is to identify the representative 

mobile service contents among a massive amount of mobile service contents. 

This is a first study of exploring current status of mobile service market 

based on data-driven analysis. Technically, the set-covering algorithm as one 

of the linear programming algorithms is applied to find centroid of clusters. 

Also, three visual forms of grid, tree, and network are represented to 

understand the levels and relationships between mobile service contents. 

Theme #3 focuses on proposing the structure of mobile ecosystems 

and defining ecological roles of mobile service industries in mobile 

ecosystems. For identifying symbiotic and collaboration relations, the 

physical resource flows between industries are used. Based on the physical 

resource flows, inter-industry analysis is modified in terms of ecology 

perspective, defining ecological indexes such as productivity, spillover effect, 
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and coverage. In this Theme #3, six ecological roles are defined and the roles 

of mobile service industries are identified. 

Further, as a fundamental study, this thesis provides several 

opportunities to other application areas. Through the result of structural 

analysis focusing on mobile services, the information derived from functions, 

contents, and industries can be used to support specific activities of 

stakeholders such as developer, marketing manager, customer, and policy 

maker as shown in Table 6-1. 

 

Table 6-1. Application areas 

 Theme 1 Theme 2 Theme 3 

Developer  Service function 

combination 

 Module design 

 Prioritization of 

function development 

 Information on 

characteristics of major 

mobile service contents 

 

 

Marketing 

manager 

  Evaluation of mobile 

service contents 

 Portfolio of mobile 

service contents 

 

Customer   Quick search for 

required service contents 

 

Policy 

maker 

   Policy suggestions 

to enhance mobile 

service industries 
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6.2. Limitations and future research 

 

Although critical issues and fruitful contributions are proposed, this thesis is 

subject to some limitations which should be overcome in future research.  

 First and foremost, the major future research is to extend the 

research area beyond an identification stage. Although the thesis focuses on 

identifying current functions, contents, and industries of mobile services, the 

study of post-identification is less considered. In addition, for more in-depth 

analysis, the next process such as selection of critical service functions for 

new service contents development or evaluation of technical applicability 

service contents is needed to link between three themes. By extending the 

analysis scope, the mobile service innovation may be recognized as a new 

academic area. The future research themes are derived through linkage 

between chapters as described in Figure 6-1. 

Second, we should consider the practical applications such as how 

to design and develop mobile services. Although the current information of 

mobile services is extracted, but with only these studies, the problem of “so 

what?” questions may arise. For more meaningful studies, practical and 

business issues are more considered using information identified from this 

thesis. As a possible research area, the modular design of mobile services 

can be proposed using dominant and auxiliary service functions. Also, the 

information on representative mobile service contents can be helpful for 

service bundling marketing or service integration.  

 Finally, the thesis has a possibility of studying product-service 
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integration. The mobile services are not individual, but coordinated with 

products such as smartphones and tablet. Even, mobile services are provided 

as web services through personal computers. As the most important thing in 

relation of product and service, functions of mobile services are dependent 

on those of mobile devices, vice versa. In other words, both mobile service 

and device are developed by the co-evolutionary process. With the product 

information, the mobile service innovation can be more highlighted as the 

future research. 

 

 

Figure 6-1. Subsequently major topics of future research 
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Appendix 

 

Table. Code of industries in input-output table 

Code Industries 

236 Metal molds and industrial patterns 

238 Machinery for manufacturing semiconductors 

249 Digital display 

250 Semiconductor devices 

251 Integrated circuits 

260 Wireless telecommunication apparatuses 

261 Wireless communication systems and broadcasting apparatuses 

262 Computer and peripheral equipment 

318 Communications line construction 

342 Telecommunications 

343 High-speed network services 

344 Value added communication 

345 Information services 

346 Terrestrial broadcasting 

347 Broadcasting via cable and satellite 

353 Services auxiliary to finance and insurance 

363 Advertising services 

366 Computer softwares development and supply 

367 Computer related services 

386 Entertainment services in public  

387 Entertainment services in others  

392 Miscellaneous amusement and recreation services 
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초록 

 

서비스 산업의 경제규모가 확장되면서 점차 서비스 혁신에 

대한 중요성이 높아지고 있다. 많은 기업들은 기존의 경쟁우위에 

서비스를 결합하거나 서비스를 하나의 경쟁우위로 개발하여 

부가가치를 높이려는 노력을 지속적으로 견지해나가고 있다. 특히, 

모바일 서비스의 경우 스마트폰의 개발과 함께 가장 주목을 받고 

있다. 실제로 애플의 아이폰이나 삼성의 갤럭시와 같은 스마트폰의 

개발과 iOS와 안드로이드와 같은 모바일 플랫폼의 개발을 통해 

모바일 서비스의 개발과 활용은 다양한 사용자와 산업에 급속히 

확산되고 있다. 이는 하드웨어와 소프트웨어의 결합으로 새로운 

모바일 서비스의 제공이 가능해짐에 따라 은행, 관광, 교통, 의료 

등 다양한 서비스 산업에 폭넓게 활용되고 있다. 실제로 수십만 

개의 모바일 서비스가 개발되고 제공되고 있다. 당연하게도, 

모바일 서비스 개발자와 제공자가 기존 서비스 가치 사슬에 

포함되어 서비스 산업에 큰 영향력을 발휘하고 있다.  

이와 같은 상황에서 본 학위논문은 과연 모바일 서비스의 

새로운 구조가 새로운 학문의 대상이나 산업으로 성장할 가능성이 

있는지를 탐색하는 질문으로 시작되었다. 따라서 개척자적 

입장에서 모바일 서비스를 체계적이고 정량적으로 분석하는 초기 

탐색적 연구로, 현재 모바일 서비스의 개발과 제공 경향을 

다각도로 연구하는 것을 목표로 한다. 

모바일 서비스의 전반적인 구조를 탐색하기 위해 본 

학위논문은 모바일 서비스를 기능(function), 콘텐츠(content), 

산업(industry)의 세 가지로 구분한다. 이를 위해 모바일 서비스의 
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기능부터 콘텐츠, 산업 구조를 효과적으로 탐색하기 위해 

데이터마이닝, 선형계획, 네트워크 분석 등 다양한 분석 방법을 

수행한다. 

첫 번째 주제로는 모바일 서비스 기능의 구조를 탐색하여 

현재 모바일 기술의 활용 경향을 분석한다. 이를 위한 기초 

단계로서, 모바일 서비스 문서 정보를 수집하여 주로 사용되는 

기술 키워드를 추출한다. 다음으로, 수집한 기술정보를 효과적으로 

분석하기 위해 데이터마이닝의 연관성 분석 기법 중 하나인 FP-

tree 알고리즘을 활용한다. FP-tree 알고리즘은 빈도, 연관성, 

시각화 관점에서 수집한 기술정보를 계층적으로 구조화하여 

현재의 기술동향을 살펴보는데 유용하다. 특히 빈도에 기반하여 

최근 많이 활용되고 있는 기술 경향을 탐색하는데 주요하며, 

모바일 서비스의 주요(dominant) 기능과 보조(auxiliary) 기능을 

도출하여 현재 활용되고 있는 서비스 기능의 구조를 살펴보았다. 

또한, 결합 경로를 확인하여 기능 패턴을 도출하고 활용되고 있는 

컨텍스트를 살펴보고, 기능의 다양한 목적을 확인하였다. 이와 

같은 연구는 사용자와 모바일 서비스 개발자들이 향후 기능 

개선과 개발에 필요한 우선순위를 확인하고 서비스 번들링을 

고려하는데 도움이 되리라 기대된다. 

두 번째 주제로는 모바일 서비스 콘텐츠의 개발 구조 양상을 

탐색한다. 특히, 모바일 서비스 기능으로 구현된 다양한 

콘텐츠들의 종류와 유형을 파악한다. 우선, 수많은 모바일 서비스 

콘텐츠 개발 양상을 확인할 대표 모바일 서비스 콘텐츠를 

도출하기 위해 최적화 기법인 set-covering 알고리즘을 

활용하였다. 콘텐츠 키워드 간의 유사성에 기반한 연관성 

매트릭스를 통해 set-covering 알고리즘을 수행하여 최적의 
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거리와 경로로 모든 서비스를 이어주는 대표 콘텐츠를 도출하였다. 

대표 모바일 서비스 콘텐츠는 현재 개발되어 있는 콘텐츠의 

경향을 파악하고 유형화하는데 사용한다. 또한, 경향 분석과정에 

있어 그리드(grid), 나무(tree), 네트워크(network) 등 다양한 

시각화 기법을 활용하여 모바일 서비스 콘텐츠의 구조를 

나타내었다. 각 기법에서, 그리드는 현재 콘텐츠의 포트폴리오를, 

나무는 콘텐츠의 포함관계를, 네트워크는 콘텐츠의 유사관계를 

나타내는데 활용되었다. 즉, 대표 모바일 서비스 콘텐츠의 도출과 

이를 기반으로 제시한 다양한 서비스 시각화는 전반적인 콘텐츠 

구조를 효과적으로 확인할 수 있다. 

마지막 주제로는 모바일 서비스 산업이 생태계 내에 미치는 

영향과 관계를 살펴본다. 모바일 서비스 산업이 새로운 산업으로 

생태계 내에서 기존의 모바일 산업들과 어떻게 연계하고 있는지를 

확인하고자 한다. 기본적으로, 산업간 자원 흐름을 나타내는 

투입산출표(input-output table)를 사용하여 생태계적 관점에서 

인덱스를 개발하고 산업들의 역할을 재정의하였다. 특히, 투입-

산출 비율의 생산성, 경제적 파급효과, 연관성 정도를 토대로 여섯 

가지-commodity, landlord, controller, keystone, facilitator, 

dominator-의 역할을 제시하였다. 모바일 서비스 산업의 경우 

keystone과 facilitator로서 생태계의 자원 분배를 조정하는 

역할을 하고 있으나, 아직까지는 모바일 디바이스 산업이 생태계의 

전반적인 자원 흐름을 독점하고 있음을 확인하였다. 여섯 가지 

역할은 정책적으로 각 산업의 경제적 지원과 시스템 내의 균형을 

유지하기 위한 시사점을 제공하리라 기대된다. 
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